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ABSTRACT 

A study was conducted to explore the feasibility of a safety margin
 
system for powered-lift aircraft which require a backside piloting tech
nique. The objective of the safety margin system was to present multiple
safety margin criteria as a single variable which could be tracked manually 
or automatically and which could be monitored for the puirpose of deriving 
safety margin status. The study involved a pilot-in-the-loop analysis of
 
several safety margin system concepts and a simulation experiment to
 
evaluate those concepts which showed promise of providing a good solution. 
A system was ultimately configured which offered reasonable compromises in 
controllability, status information content, and the ability to regulate
the safety margin at some expense of the allowable low speed flight path 
envelope.
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SECTION I 

INTRODUCTION 

A. BACKGROUND
 

Safety margins for powered-lift aircraft are inherently different from
 

their counterparts for conventional aircraft both in how they are defined 

and in how they are controlled. This is illustrated by the low speed flight
 

path versus airspeed envelopes shown in Fig. I-1. While both the conven-1,,
 

tional and powered-lift examples possess a commonidle-thrust stall speed, 

their minimum safe target speeds vary greatly. As demonstrated in Refs. 

through 3, powered-lift safety margins can involve several criteria including 

various explicit forms of airspeed, angle of attack relationships, and lift 

margin - not just a simple proportion of stall speed. Also, when operating
 

under multiple margin criteria, the pilot or autopilot is confronted with
 

either (i) evaluating and maintaining several airspeed and angle of attack 

functions simultaneously or (ii) utilizing conservative margins and tracking 

a nearly constant airspeed or angle of attack.
 

In addition to the complex nature of powered-lift safety margins, some 

powered-lift aircraft require a different piloting technique from that of
 

conventional aircraft. Where flight path changes cannot be easily sustained 

using pitch attitude commands, it is necessary, to',vary, the magnitude of a 

vertically inclined thrust vector to regulate flight path and to vary pitch
 

attitude to maintain safety margins - the so-called backside or STOL 

technique. 

The implication of the above ideas is thatit may be difficult to utilize 

the minimum allowable safety margins of a given powered-lift aircraft and 

thereby to take full advantage of its short landing capability. Consider an 

example. For a given powered-lift airplane, 'several safety margin criteria, 

combine to establish a maximum safe flight envelope as shown in Fig. 1-2 in 

the form of a 7 - V envelope. The problem is how to utilize effectively the
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Safe Flight Envelope by Various Safety Margin Criteria 



lowest speed defined by the safety margin criteria consistent with suitable 

manual or automatic operation. There is no obvious solution to safe opera

tion and maximum utilization of the low speed flight envelope through use 

of existing displays such as pitch attitude, indicated airspeed, or angle of 

attack. Therefore, we must examine more sophisticated alternatives.
 

These ideas are based, in part, on the results from a series of simula

tor experiments to explore airworthiness criteria needs for powered-lift 

aircraft as summarized in Ref. 4. As a result of the FAA-sponsored Powered-

Lift Standards Development Working Group (Pt5DWG), a set of tentative 

standards was produced and presented in Ref. 1. 

The problem of how to maintain a minimum allowable margin using a 

special cockpit gauge was addressed briefly on an experimental basis in 

Ref. 5. A more general treatment was given in Ref. 6 which, in turn, led 

to the program reported here. 

B. PROGRAM OBJECTIVE 

The objective of this study was to investigate safety margin system 

concepts which would (i) provide the pilot with crucial information regard

ing the state of the aircraft with respect to its flight engrelope, and (ii)
 

maintain a level of safety consistent with present-day standards.
 

The fundamental safety margin for a powered-lift aircraft was assumed 

to be composed of the speed and angle of attack margins recommended by the 

Powered-Lift Standards Development Working Group (Ref. 1). These margins 

are a function of angle of attack, airspeed, and thrust for given configura

tion conditions, e.g., flap angle, nozzle angle, and weight. The criteria 

can be interpreted as defining safety margins in both unaccelerated and 

accelerated flight. 

Some of the problem areas and tradeoffs which were considered in the
 

selection and development of a safety margin system included the following: 

0 Performance in maintaining safety margins while 
utilizing a display which may not show margins 
directly 
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o 	 Ease of both automatic and manual aircraft control 
in tracking a given safety margin error 

o 	 Ease of system monitoring on reversion from automatic 
to manual operation 

o 	System mechanizations as they relate to sensor
 
requirements and computer requirements
 

o 	Envelope tradeoffs when backing off from the
 
minimum allowable margins in order to enhance
 
characteristics of a safety margin system.
 

The effort undertaken in this program was primarily a feasibility study 

of the problem. In order to minimize cost and time, the NASA Augmentor Wing 

aircraft was used as the subject of the study, and the flight phase was 

limited to final landing approach. The Sperry STOLAIN system was used to 

fill basic computational and display needs. 

o. TEDlUUOAL APPROACH 

The approach used to study a safety margin system for powered-lift STOL 

aircraft was both analytical and experimental. The analytical portion of 

the study primarily involved examination of a large number of possible
 

mechanizations which made full use of multiloop control system analysis 

methods. This analysis considered ease of control, display of safety 

margin status, and performance in maintaining safety margins. The analysis 

also considered implementation of the system in an airborne digital computer. 

The ultimate goal of the analysis was to sort a large number of possibilities 

and to find a few which would be worth examining experimentally on a ground

based simulator.
 

The objective of the experimental program was to study safety margin 

system concepts in a realistic environment taking into account the complexi

ties of the aircraft, its systems, and a human pilot. Assuming that a 

feasible safety margin system were found, the ultimate goal would be to 

propose further developmental work including experiments which could be 

flight tested on the NASA Augmentor Wing aircraft in order to verify and 

expand on the simulator results.
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D. REPORT ORGANIZATION 

The chronological progress of the safety margin system program is 

reflected in the organization of this report. Section II contains the 

definition of a number of important concepts which form the basis of this 

study. These include definition of the assumed safety margin criteria, 

special terms which are useful in dealing with safety margin systems, and 

finally, a list of useful implementation concepts. Section III describes 

the analytical investigation which includes a systematic survey of imple

mentation concepts followed by a discussion of implications for the 

experimental investigation. Section IV then describes the experimental 

investigation with a description of the simulation and the results obtained 

from viewing preliminary system configurations, various design adjustments, 

implementation matters, and a refined safety margin system. Finally, in 

Section V, conclusions and recommendations are presented. Appendix A 

contains aircraft stability and control data used in the system analysis.
 

For a concise summary of multiloop analysis relationships, Appendix B is
 

offered. Appendix C gives a detailed analysis of a class of safety margin
 

system concepts. Appendix D provides a description of an on-line pilot 

identification procedure used during the simulator experiment. Finally, 

Appendix E presents airborne digital computer modifications used in the 

system implementation.
 

The reader who wishes to obtain an overview of the program and a 

thorough account of the refined system configuration ultimately developed 
should consult Sections II and IV with particular emphasis on Subsection IV.F. 

The reader interested in understanding the conceptual development should 

study Section III in addition. Finally, for a detailed treatment of the 

closed loop analysis methods, Appendices B and C should be studied in 

conjunction with Section III. 
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SECTION I1 

DEINITION OF SAFETY MARGIN SYSTEM CONCEPTS 

It is convenient to precede the reporting of analytical and experimental 

efforts with a definition of various concepts connected with safety margins 

of powered-lift aircraft. We shall begin by citing the safety margin 

criteria which are to be addressed. Next, important cockpit instrument 

display concepts will be identified. Finally, we shall define certain
 

safety margin system implementation concepts which are relatively uncon

ventional and may require clarification.
 

A. SAFETY MARGIN CRITERIA 

The safety margin criteria addressed in our safety margin systemr design 

were those recommended by the FAA-sponsored PISDWG and which are presented 

in Ref. 1. In order to avoid unnecessary complexity, the condition of 

inoperative power units was set aside. The following applicable criteria 

thus remained: 

1 . Percent airspeed margin relative to minimum airspeed 
at approach thrustt: 

> 15%Vmin 
man 

2. Absolute airspeed margin relative to minimum airspeed
 
at approach thrust: 

V - V . > 10 kt 
m n 

* The term "safety margin system" itself will be defined shortly in II.C.1. 

t According to Ref. 1, "approach thrust" refers to the trim thrust for 
a given approach flight path angle. In order to facilitate implemen
tation, we chose to interpret "approach thrust" as the instantaneous 
thrust setting. 
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5. Percent airspeed margin relative to minimum airspeed
 
at maximum thrust: 

V 	 - Vnin 
vmi -> 30%VMinM 

4. Absolute airspeed margin relative to minimum airspeed
 
at maximum thrust: 

V - Vm- > 20 kt 

5. Instantaneous vertical gust margin at approach thrust: 

Vsin( -a)>20kt 

In effect, these criteria combined to form an operating envelope in 

terms of any three independent flight condition variables (e.g., e0, V. and 

m); or, if constrained to steady unaccelerated flight, any pair of inde

pendent flight condition variables (e.g., V and m or V and e). We shall 

make use of these relationships shortly. 

In addition to the above safety margin criteria, we must also mention
 

the flight path control power criteria because they were included in our 

consideration of a design example. Simply stated, Ref. 1 suggests that 

for any specified nominal operating condition (normally in terms of V and 

y), the aircraft shall be capable of an upward flight path angle increment 

of 4 deg or level flight, whichever is larger, and a flight path angle 

decrement of 4 deg. Eebuce, if the aircraft were to operate at 65 kt on a 

nominal 7.5 deg glide slope in headwinds from zero to 35 kt, it must have
 

a flight path angle capability of:,
 

7in < -7.5 - 4 = -11.5 deg 

and
 

7max > -7.5(0 - 35/65) + 4 = +.5 deg (> level flight) 
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B. COC!PIT INSTRUENT DISPLAY CONCEPTS
 

It was convenient to employ two display concepts in the implementation 

of a safety margin system. One was used as an object to track in either 

a manual or automatic mode, and the other was used in a monitoring role. 

1. Flight Reference (FR) 

In conventional aircraft, airspeed is normally regulated in order to 

maintain adequate margins; however, as discussed in Refs. 1 and 4, powered

lift aircraft require a more general label for the variable to be regulated. 

The variable could be airspeed, angle of attack, pitch attitude, or a com

bination of each. Hence, the term "flight reference" was used as a general 

term to describe that quantity which is actively regulated to maintain a 

given flight condition. This concept was originally proposed for use in 

Ref. 7, and adopted by the PLSDWG. 

2. Safety Reference (SR) 

The "safety reference" was a newly defined term (as opposed to FR) to
 

represent a displayed quantity to be primarily monitored rather than tracked
 

or regulated as the FR.
 

An example of an SR could be an angle of attack gauge monitored only
 

to detect proximity to stall (while the airspeed indicator would represent
 

the FR which was actively tracked).
 

The concepts of FR and SR apply to both manual and automatic operation.
 

In the case of an autopilot, the FR would be the outer loop variable regu

lated by the autopilot and the SR would be whatever the pilot actively
 

monitored for an indication of safe operation.
 

Under some conditions, FR and SR could be one-in-the-same, for example
 

indicated airspeed frequently serves both purposes in conventional aircraft.
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0. SAFETY MARGIN SYSTEM IMPLEME TION CONCEPTS 

1. Safety Margin System 

We shall use the term "safety margin system' to describe the specific 

implementation of a flight reference and a safety reference. The purpose
 

of such a system is to provide for safe-manual or automatic operation while
 

simultaneously serving as an aid to maintaining a given target operating 

point or flight condition. 

2. Dynamic Safety Margin 

The dynamic safety margin (DSM) is the true, instantaneous, critical 

safety margin as defined by any given set of safety margin criteria. If
 

the individual criteria are represented by the set [DSM1 , DSM2 , ... DSM]n 

*theje SMequals the minimum numerical member of-jthe set, . 

flSM =min(fl8M 1 , DSM1, ... flSMn) 

In this study we found that only two safety margin criteria applied to 
the airplane example used*, the absolute airspeed margin relative to minimum 

airspeed at maximum thrmdt and the instantaneous vertical gust margin at 

approach thrust. Hence, 

A V -Vminm = m *,ioo%
20 kt 

and
 

- M
A ~'max 
- sin_1 20 kt-


The combined minimum allowable margin (DSM = 100%) is plotted in Fig. II-1 

for the powered-lift airplane example used in this study. 

* 	 Nevertheless, the other margins were computed during the simulator
 
experiments in order to monitor and thus verify their insignificance.
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3. Static Safety Margin 

The term static safety margin (SSM) is a general term which applies to 
mappings of any pair of state variables into a steady state safety margin 

for the purpose of forming a flight reference or safety reference. The
 

y - V plot of dynamic safety margin in Fig. 11-2 could be, for example, 

conformally transformed into SSM as a function of (V and 7), or (V and NH)' 

or (0 and NH), etc. Figure 11-3 shows a static safety margin as a function 

of V and e (or SSMe). 

If we were to consider the five directly measurable variables e, %HJ V 
M. and h we could formulate i(-) , i.e., ten safety margin schemes, namely: 

SSMO 
V 

SSMO 

SSM9 

The significance of a static safety margin formulation is that only two 

input variables are required compared to three for the dynamic safety 

margin (V,m, NH). Also, the static safety margin, by definition, equals 

the dynamic safety margin in 1 g steady flight. Without careful examina

tion, the unknown aspect is how useful a particular SSM is under non-steady 

conditions. This was the subject of much of the analysis effort and some 

simulation.
 

4. Lift Margin 

Another safety margin system concept is lift margin (nM)YLifrt margin 
refers to the capability to produce a given level of normal acceleration
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by increasing pitch attitude up to the point of cmax" It involves angle 

of attack margin combined with the ability to produce lift by increasing 

angle of attack. 

A lift margin criterion was not included in the list of criteria
 

composing dynamic safety margin but could be, if desired. In this study 

lift margin was considered as a separate possibility for a safety margin 

flight reference. Its main advantage was that it consisted of a continuous 

function compared to the aforementioned multifunctioned dynamic safety
 

margin or static safety margins. A y - V plot showing a steady state contour 

of constant lift margin is shown in Fig. 11-4. 
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SECTION III
 

ANALYTICAL INVESTIGATION 

A large number of possible ways of implementing a safety margin system
 

exist evenjthough the safetymrgin criteria an p cificfin terms of__ 

the allowable flightenepe. The first possibility considered was, of 

course, use of the dynamic safety margin itself as a flight reference. 

There was also a large number of static safety margin combinations which 

were attractive from the standpoint of minimizing the sensed states and 

therefore minimizing sensor hardware. Finally, there was a possibility 

of using lift margin as the basic flight reference although it would require 

a reduction in available flight envelope.
 

For each safety margin system implementation possibility it was neces

sary to consider at least two flight conditions, a high thrust condition 

for which airspeed margin was critical and a low thrust region for which 

vertical gust margin was critical. In all, 23 separate safety margin/flight 

condition combinations were analyzed prior to the experimental phase. 

In this section we shall first present the analytical approach used to
 

perform the system analysis on the large number of possibilities. Next,
 

we shall present the results of this survey of implementation concepts. 

Finally we shall discuss the implications of the analytical investigation 

for the subsequent experimental investigation.
 

A. AALX5S APPROACH 

The systems analysis which was carried out to survey the large number 

of implementation possibilities made full use of the multiloop analysis 

methods described in Ref. 8. Further simplification of analysis methods 

was obtained using the .simplified longitidfnaequations motion describedf 

in Ref. 4. The primary advantage in these multiloop analysis methods was 

that they ,eeVe aldicait6isti6feees

sarily complex computation. Since the flight reference system involved
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outer loop regulation, it was generally convenient to assume that pitch 

attitude was well regulated. Also, because flight path, like flight 

reference, was regulated by an outer feedback loop, it was desirable to 

look at the pilot-vehicle dynamics with and without flight path regulation. 

The major considerations in our analysis of various system concepts 

included the following:
 

O 	 Controllability - manual or automatic 

O 	 Effectiveness in maintaining margins 

o 	 Indication of margin status 

* 	Compatibility between manual and
 
automatic operation
 

o 	 Ease of implementation - hardware and
 
software.
 

Some of these items could be assessed directly from appropriate transfer
 

function relationships, in particular the first three. Compatibility 

between manual and automatic operation was addressed by striving for a 

system in which the automatic mode could minic manual operation, i.e., the 

autopilot feedbacks and gains would be similar to those of a pilot. Ease 

of implementation was evaluated subjectively in terms of sensor and computa

tion requirements necessary for implementation in an operational system.
 

A number of the closed-loop transfer functions which were considered 

in our systems survey are listed in Table III-1. along with comments on 

their specific value. Features of particular interest included direct 

control response, i.e., FR/e command, cross-coupling effects between the 

flight path and flight reference loops, gust response effects, and per

formance in terms of safety margin regulation. 

The analytic approach centered around pitch-attitude-constrained 

equations of motion because of the greatly reduced complexity with virtually 

no compromise in computational accuracy in the spectral region of interest, 

i.e., below 1 rad/sec.
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TABLE III-1 

LIST OF FEATURES CONSIDERED IN
 
THE SAFETY MARGIN SYSTEM SURVEY
 

1. 	Direct Controllability 

Response of flight reference, FR, to pitch attitude, G 

NFR eRFR 
e A 

or, 	 if a flight path loop is closed (d --- &): 

~8 
e 	 -)db A + Yd 

The multiloop analysis notation is explained in Appendix B, hoaever,
 
a concise definition of symbols is.
 

A
 
A = characteristic polynomial
 

N5x = control or gust numerator 

xJjX A 
N~k6Y control or gust coupling numerator
 

Yxl = loop gain and associated compensation
 

= 	 transfer function between 5k and x 

= transfer function betireen 6 and x with the x. loop" closed sing 5, 
k xj ' 

where 4,,x are dependent variables
 

and 6k'$, are independent variables, i.e., control or gust inputs.
 

(Continued)
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TABLE II-1 (Continned) 

P. Cross Coupling Effects
 

Response of flight reference to thirottle, 8, compared to response 
of dynlamic safety margin, DSM

11DSM 
- compared to _ _ 

and, the response of flight p1th to throttle if flight reference 
is regulated-

A +yF e 

3. Response of flight reference to horizontal and vertical gusts, % and w° 

y~ in= 

or, if a flight path loop is closed:
 

14"a+Ya 'F 

similarly for i. g 

(Continued)
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TABLE III-1 (Concluded)
 

4. 	 Safety margin status given by flight reference: 

FR , IM compared to: OREVR U C pT
g g 	 PAG OP THER 

DSM DSM ' M respectively 

g g 

5. Closed loop regulation of dynamic safety margin performance with flight 
reference loop closed.
 

FR 	 + / F 

where the term:
 

1 - NDUg SMe 

is an indicator of effectiveness of DSM regulation. 
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Table III-4 summarizes the key relationships used which are based on 

(i) basic aircraft equations of motion, and (ii) a linearized general flight
 

reference equation. The elements of (i) and (ii) are combined system
 

equations of motion from which important transfer functions ire derived.
 

It is important to recognize that only a few system parameters are involved: 

Aircraft parameters consist of the dimensional stability
 
derivatives:
 

1 u' ' k' r- and V-

Flight reference parameters are: k , k ke and kt 

As shown in Ref. 4 the above aircraft parameters are relatively invariant 

for powered-lift aircraft, and the Augmentor Wing airplane is, hence, 

representative. The flight reference parameters depend upon specific safety 

margin criteria and implementation concepts as we shall describe next. 

B. SURVEY OF ThWezmIN=ATiON$CONoEPTS 

The survey of implementation concepts was carried out to establish
 

likely system candidates which would then be examined on the simulator. 

It is important to note that this survey did not directly provide the 
system ultimately recommended, but it did serve as an instructive exercise 

which led to a useful simulation effort. The survey began with considera

tion of the dynamic safety margin (DSM) as the flight reference, but certain
 

undesirable features prompted further study of alternatives. One large
 

group of alternatives consisted of the various sitiDc.safety margin (SSM)
 

combinations. These were attractive because they offered the potential 

for operating at the minimum allowable safety margin at least for steady 

The derivative Z . represents the effective heave damping when the 
elevator is used to balance the pitching moment equation.
 

zt A Z (1 Mw =. 
Z Zl -- j Z 
w w Zw / we
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TABLE 111-2
 

SUMMARY OF FLIGHT PATH/FLIGHT REFERENCE DYNAMECS
 

AIRCRA EqUATIOS OF M1TON
 

t Z
Z ~ ~~ s 
u
 

FLIGHT Mfl-fZNE XEtIATION 

FR = kiu+aIkw, + kad + k8 9 .+a 

0OMU AIPfRAf AND FLIGHT REFERMCE EqUATIONB 

0 W
 

[S1:z (a z-2;) o &R tI-Zaj % 0u 0 L -z -z - J 

(k- k+k.v) k6j 0 -1Wj7 Vg1d IFR --

AIDCILIARYHIATIONSHIpS
 

-a -g 

m Wa EPR2DUCIBL TY OF TIE 
v0_-IGINAL PAGE ISPOOR 

7 = V 

V - V SLPES 

73 a a (ka +kv(z z,)+k yxz=Z(X-g))-k g z, 

R k[ 8Z.- %(x- )] + (k + !)(xz - Zu%) + ka[2zx, - ) - xzl 
I =0 wu V wV uSbV 

-)(X Z
V1Nnl ku(KZZX)+(k -ZX )+ k (Xz-
8 i w w ,. w d n uw nw6iu Fu 
pa ad k.[(- - ) -Z + kX5 kx( -u + z) -- z,, -v 
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TABLE 111-2 (Concluded) 

2TIiFER FUZNSO 

2 s Gj z) -), L( 

X ,= Z 

-Xu)9m)8 + gZ4, + (kw - k4 )[z"(s + (X - )z] + (1%+ kl7V)EeA X,)(s -,W x,20 

- ~ 5,]+(k. - k,)[Z,(. - Xg) + Ic~E(s X4)s Z ,v

a=(k,-k 4 (z- Zi(x - g)] + (ita + kJ,V)[j(s - k) + 2
8

3 
Q -k6[(X- g), + gz]
 

ICy = I[x8 Z Z,(X -)] -(k~ + kcV)(X62; + Z,.- X,)] 41C[(X - )Z + o X)
 

g~~~~ ( Z)w2u,, ,1,dzif 

?R k 9s - X ) ,+Zs 

X)kx-Iky-s.xf
= ~ ~ ~ Rlp -TT~s 

RBPOThIT TT OF, THEf 
ORIUn4 Aj PAGz lb pOOR 

Tfl 1095-1 2W_ 

http:X)kx-Iky-s.xf


state conditions. In addition, a lift margin (LM)-based flight reference 

was considered although it involved a loss of available flight envelope.
 

In the following pages we shall present the results of the survey of 

the above-mentioned implementation concepts beginning with a flight refer

ence based on the dynamic safety margin, i.e., FR[DSM].
 

I. Flight Reference Based on Dynamic Safety Margin 

The most direct solution for a safety margin system was considered to
 

be a flight reference exactly equal to the dynamic safety margin. The 

advantages were that (i) true safety margin status would be displayed on 

the same symbol which the pilot or autopilot tracks and (ii) the full 

flight envelope potential would be realized. In effect, the DSM represented 

an ideal. The question which was addressed in this study, however, was 

how serious would be the disadvantages in other features, especially 

controllability and the cross coupling interactions with the flight path 

loop. 

Table 111-3 gives a functional definition of FR[DSM] as implemented in
 

the NASA Augmentor Wing airplane simulator model. Figure III-1 shows the 

steady state 7 - V trajectory corresponding to DSM equal to 100%. 

The upper portion of the y - V curve was referred to as the high -thrust 

condition and involved that portion of the DSM corresponding to constant
 

airspeed. Tracking the flight reference in this region was equivalent to
 

tracking indicated airspeed except for the change in scaling (the target
 

FR was 100% or V = Vminm + 20 kt = 64 kt; and + i%FR corresponded to
 
+.2 kt).
 

Similarly, the lower portion of the Y - V curve was referred to as the 

low thrust condition. The DSM in this region corresponded to a constant 

vertical gust margin or a nearly constant angle of attack. (For an airspeed 

of 70 kt, 100% DSM corresponded to an angle of attack margin of arcsin 

20/70 = 16.6 deg.) 
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TABLE III-3 

DEETNITION OF FR[DSM] 

FR[DM] = DSM
 

=rn(fl3M 1 , DSM2)
 

where DSM = 100% x 
20 	kt 

Cl, - a 
and = oo% - 20 kt 

For the NASA Augmentor Wing airplane iath 

W = 40,000 lb 

bf = 65 deg 

8 = 70 deg 

at sea level, standard day conditions
 

V 44 ktmin
 

m, ((deg) A -14.466 - 0 5933 V(kt) + 0.003316 V2 (t) 

+ 0.9773 N H - 0.003236 

* 	 The a. function shown is fitted to a NASA-supplied plot of 

ma, versus non-dimensional blowing coefficient. 
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The first step in analyzing the FR[DSM] was to construct a linearized
 

small perturbation model of the flight reference and aircraft. For the
 

flight reference:
 

V-V .
 
min
100% >
DSl = 

20 kt 

or 6DSM1 = 5%/kt Au.a (kt) 

(Note that Au is the airspeed perturbation.)
 

a, - a, 

and DSM 2 = 100%x 5 . 120kt 
sin 1 V 

or 	 ,lO, I 4 +
100%__ max ~ maoAn-1 20 kt 	 -ZAu+ - 
sin V[ -Nj 

(sin-i 20Ovkt 

20 

+ 	 . x AU 

(1 202)1/ 

e.g., for DSM = DSM2 = 100% (low thrust condition) 

S= -7.5 deg 

v = 68.3 kt 

and I = 91.69% 

A@sm2 = o.68%/It An - 4.95/kt Aw + 2.25/%'H 

If we define a general linearized form for the DSM to be:
 

ABSM = k-*Au + k-Aw +k'5An%Ti a w a bH
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then at any high thrust condition (where speed margin is critical) k-u = 5%/kt 

and k* = k4 = 0, exactly. Correspondingly, at the specific low thrust 

condition considered above
 

k- = O.68%/kt
 
'

wk-= -i-93%/kt 

k=2.25%/% 

Note that for the low thrust condition k* =" -5%/kt (100% safety margin/20 kt 
w 

vertical gust). The k* and k are nearly negligible based on their relative
 

influence on important transfer function quantities. It was possible, in
 

fact, to show all important characteristics of the vertical gust margin 

critical DSM using k* = -5%/kt and k* = k- = 0. 
w u 8 

For the airplane dynamics, stability derivatives were obtained directly 

from the simulator model used in connection with the program. The deriva

tives for several impoortant flight conditions are tabulated in Appendix A. 

The controllability of FR[DSM] through pitch attitude was judged with 

and without flight path regulation using the appropriate attitude-constrained
 

transfer functions. The results are summarized in Fig. 111-2 in which theDSM 
frequency response asymptotes are drawn for the amplitude of Di- using 

log scales.
 

For the high thrust condition, where DSM is proportional to airspeed, 

the usual low frequency breakpoint corresponding to speed damping is evi

dent. As flight path is regulated, that breakpoint moves to a lower frequency 

but the essential control features are little affected. 

. DSM 
The corresponding 7 plot for the low thrust condition shows a con

trolled element that is more nearly a pure gain, especially when the flight 

path loop is closed. One notable feature which does not show up in this 
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sketch, however, is a pair of complex zeros- with low damping ratio for DMe 
when flight path is not regulated: 

DSM _ -6[o.2;0.33] (%/rad) 
e (0.2)(0.36) 

This pair of complex zeros could produce an oscillatory condition if 

FR[DSM] were tracked too tightly, andtheocondition is present whenever 

angle of attack or a variable dominated by angle of attack is controlled
 

by commanded pitch attitude. This is easily shown by considering the 

approximate factorsf form of the appropriate numerator: 

e = _s2j s- z] 

Since Xu is typically small, the numerator damping ratio is also small.
 

Hence, closing a tight loop on a (a -4-e ) could result in a lightly 

damped closed loop system as the system poles migrate toward the numerator
 

z eros-.-

A cross coupling problem involving flight path and flight reference 

was anticipated based on the y - V curves for the airplane used in this 

study. The particular variety of cross coupling was the sense of pitch 

attitude change required to hold dynamic safety margin while making changes 

in flight path angle. We shall refer to this as 7 - e cross coupling. 

As illustrated in Fig. 111-3, for varying flight path angles in the 

high thrust range (96% to 98.5% NH) no pitch attitude change is required 

to maintain dynamic safety margin. We shall refer to this as neutral 

7 - 0 cross coupling. If operating at a lower thrust setting, say 94% NH, 

The following shorthand notation is nsed-tbr f-i'rst &a - ean 

polynomial roots: 

a (s + a) ; [,o] + 2tws + 

t "Approximate factors" refers to the expression of specific transfer 
function quantities in terms of their dominant stability derivative 
factors.
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we then encounter adverse y - e cross coupling since a pitch down is 
required to hold DSM during an upward flight path angle correction. Finally, 

if we transition into the lower half of the y - V curve where vertical 

gust margin is critical, the cross coupling becomes proverse - an increase 

in 7 requires an increase in e to maintain DSM. 

We chose to study 7 - 0 cross coupling analytically by computing the 

0 time history for a given change in 7 in the presence of reasonable flight 

reference regulation, i.e., 

-Y FR 
0 FR 8
 

where FR = DSM 

and YFR @- cFR = 0.15 rad/sec 

Figure 111-4 shows how widely the e/7 proportion varies between holding a
 

constant speed margin and holding a constant vertical gust margin. Accord

ingly, this represented a major aiea of interest for subsequent simulator 

experiments.
 

The effectiveness in maintaining the safety margin by directly regulating 

dynamic safety margin was demonstrated by computing the maximum safety
 

margin excursion in a steady shear (Ag = constant); no flight path regula

tion was involved. The comparison was made against the case where pitch
 

attitude was held constant. For an integral feedback and a nominal cross

over frequency of 0.15 rad/sec (based on prior simulator observations) we 

obtained the time histories ,shown in Fig. 111-5. Depending upon whether 

the speed margin was critical (k* = +5%/kt, k* = O) or vertical gust margin
U w
 

was critical (kr -5%/kt, k* - O) the peak margin excursion was 10% to 20%
 
w U
 

for a steady 1 kt/sec shear with the margin excursion eventually washing
 

out. Without DSM regulation the excursion ranged from 20% to 35% and the 

excursion persisted. Thus, the margin excursion was improved by about a
 

factor of two. 
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In summary, the analysis indicated the folowing characteristics for 

a flight reference based on dynamic safety margin: 

'C' 	 Control varies from typical airspeed-like qualities 
to angle-of-attack-like in transitioning between 
speed-margin-critical and vertical-gust-margin
critical conditions - tight control is difficult 
in 	either case.
 

* 	 When the airspeed margin is critical, an adverse 
cross coupling between y and e exists, i.e., a 
pitch down is required for an upward flight path 
correction.
 

O 	 Margin status information is correct because the 
flight reference is dynamic safety margin directly. 

* 	 Nominal regulation of DSM improves safety margin 
performance. 

2. 	Flight References Based on Static Safety Margin 

A flight reference based on the static safety margin concept appeared 

attractive because it would require the use of two sensors at most rather 

than the three required for the dynamic safety margin. Also, full use of 

the allowable low speed flight envelope would be possible. Thus a survey 

was 	made to determine if any of the various static safety margin combina

tions would also prove attractive with regard to other requirements such
 

as 	controllability and status information. 

The survey of SSM implementations was conducted using the same analyti

cal approach described previously for the DSM. Ten SS combinations were 

considered, each at high and low thrust conditions. Many of the combinations 

were redundant, however. Consequently, only five high thrust conditions 

(speed margin critical) and seven low thrust conditions (vertical gust 

margin critical) needed to be analyzed. 

a. 	Determination of Static Safety Margin Dynamics. The first step 

was to determine linearized equations for each of the SSM combina

tions to be considered. The general procedure consisted of: 

given DSM(V aNH),
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then the differential SSM(xy) (where x and y are the static
 

safety margin variables to be used) is simply
 

DSM IDSM
nSSM(x,y) = -w-- y'x + -'- I L 

for steady state conditions, i.e., 1 g flight. The partial
 

derivatives can be computeddirectly.using steady state trim 

equations corresponding to the simplified longitudinal equations 

of motion. One simple formulation of the trim equations is: 

-X -x 0 u :-g 
U- - w 0 e-zu$ 1' w"'= O.X

u W, 

-k* -k 1 DSM 0 k*
'a w 

An alternativ-e-ftf-4 (or y) in place of w is:
 

"X , o0 (X - g) 

z -z o = -z- -Z 

-k* k* 1 DSM kz V k 
U w E5S 

The value of using equations such as those above was that it 

permitted static safety margin flight reference gains to be computed
 

as explicit functions of aircraft stability derivatives (Xu Xw Zu,
 

Z and V) and dynamic safety margin flight reference gains
 

(k, k-,> and k-). Consider the following example.
 

Suppose that we desired to compute the linearized static safety 

margin coefficients for SSM(V,e ), i.e., -- 4, and -D-- In 

terms of partial derivative notation: 

dDSM 
1DSM9 37 
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Sblving for the numerators by forming appropriate determinants, we
 

obtain
 

-X -x o 
- -M -z 

U 
-Z

w z : Z, -+8 
Z Z /k 

k-c
-k*
k* 

U w 85 

0 -X 0
 
w 

' 
 = z -z a = z 
758 -w w85 

k* -k 1
 
8 w
 

The partial derivative holding u fixed with 5 is:
 

0 -X -g 

Z5 a XSM %z 


- 8 w ,
 

Ths= S = g k*
Z5 


8 ww 
aninns DSM ke - k kafSM, * tk +,w 

u w w 85 

By evaluating the above SSM gains using typical Augmentor Wing
 

stability derivatives and the linearized DSM coefficients found
 

previously, we could further simplify relationships:
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kDSM , 8DSM 

(Sped'_ghh±~Margin C zerot k-
CEitical)u 

X
 

Low Thrust 

(Vertical Gust u k* g k 
Margin Critical) w .w 

Recall that for speed margin critical k* = 5%/kt (k- and kg = O)
u w 

and for vertical gust margin critical k* -.5%/kt (k* and k
wU 

~areesmall))0 t 

In the following pages we shall not develop each static safety 

margin in detail as -wsdone for the V-8 combination; it suffices 

to say that the same procedure applies., Instead, -we, shall present 

the numerical results finally obtained for each SSM possibility 

linearized at a high thrust conditibo and low thrust condition. 

The respective flight reference ,gains are given in Tables 1II-4a
 

and: -III-4b. Negligible gains are stricken with a diagonal line: /. 

Using just the tabulated flight reference gains from Tables III-4a 

and III-4b it wad possible to reduce significantly the cases to be 

analyzed. 

o For speed margin critical, any static safety margin 
involving airspeed was equivalent to the dynamic 
safety margin. 

* For vertical gust margin critical, all static 
safety margins involving vertical velocity, w (i.e.,
 
angle of attack) were equivalent and essentially
 
dependednonly on kw. In turn, they were also
 
equivalent to the dynamic safety margin.
 

* Under all conditions, the static safety margin
 
involving flight path angle and thrust was 
excessively sensitive and clearly unsatisfactory.
 
(This was due to having an aircraft operating point
 
at or near the minimum thrust required.)
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TABLE III- 4a
 

SUMMABY OF LINEARIZED SAFETY MARGIN FUNCTIONS 

(High Thrust Condition - Speed Margin Critical) 

k (%/kt) k(%/kt) k,(%/deg) ka(ft--e(%%) 

DSM 5 

SSM 5 0 

SSM , 3.7 -19.7 

SSMW,8 -9.6 -8 

SSM -6.6 -13.7 

SSM381 -14.2 -2.2 

-4.9
 

ssM a 17 


SSMe8 -12.6 


-42.7
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TABLE iIi-4b 

(Low Thrust Condition - Vertical Gus-t Ma ginCritical) 

DSM 

k(%/kt) 

0.7 

k(%/1c) 

-4.9 

k.(%/deg) k(-ftseck) kb(%/) 

2.3 

ssM 0 1 -6.1 

SSM00
U, e 

SSM a 

SSMU 5 

-3.3 

4.3 

4.3 

-16.5 

6.6 

15.2 

ssM -6.o -4 

ss, -6.2 

ssM 

SSMek& 

-6.2 

-9.3 2.9 

/ 

ssMe, 5 -9.3 6.7 

ssMa: 5 -1007 2341 
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b. 	 Analysis of Static Safety Margin Dynamics. The static safety margin 

evaluation process thus continued with an analysis of closed loop 

dynamics similar to those conducted for the dynamic safety margin. 

The linearized flight reference gains obtained previously were 

combined with the linearized airplane dynamics in order to study 

controllability, performance, and indication of safety margin 

status. In Table 111-5 we summarize the potential for each of the 

static safety margin possibilities. For a more detailed treatment
 

of the analysis of static safety margin dynamics the reader is
 

referred to Appendix C.
 

3. 	 Flight Reference Based on Lift Irgin 

The potential use of lift margin as a flight reference was studied for 

reasons previously mentioned. Lift margin was viewed using the same approach 

applied to other flight reference candidates (DSM and various SSMs) and 

found to have certain interesting properties which would make it a safety 

margin system candidate if other means failed. 

Implementation of a lift margin function would involve a multi-dimensional 

function of at least airspeed, angle of attack, and thrust, and possibly 

pitch rate and elevator deflection. The function would likely have no 

simple rational form such as DSM (i.e., the basic margin criteria) but would 

require either a look-up table or a fitted analytic formulation. The form 

of the lift margin function was not a subject of this study. 

The behavior of the lift margin was examined using linearized derivatives 

obtained from a lift margin routine implemented in the NASA Augmentor Wing 

simulator model. There was no significant variation in the lift margin 

partial derivatives over the expected range of operating conditions between 
= y 	 -5 deg and y = -7.5 deg. Representative values were: 

k 	 " 1 .2%/kt 

kt -2.4%/-tw 
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TABLE 111-5
 

SUMMARY OF STATIC SAFETY MARGIN ANALYSIS (APPENDIX C)
 

'Ji 
-_ 

STATIC 
SAFETY 
MARGIN 

INPUTS SPEED MARGIN CRITICAL (HIGH TImUST) VERTICAL GUST MARGIN CRITICAL (LOW THRUST) 

SSM
u,1 

Airspeed and 
Angle of Attack 

Equivalent to DSM - airspeed-lke
adverse y - e cross coupling. 

response, Nearly equivalent to DSM - lacks 
effects of airspeed and thrust. 

relatively minor 

SSMu Airspeed eud 
,Ptch Attitude 

Ditto 

Significant improvement in direct controllability and 
reduction of cross coupling effect in flight path 
response. Improvement in long term ISM regulation 
over 8-fixed, but incorrect margin indication in short 
term. 

SSM 

u 

Airspeed and 

Flight Path Angle
(or Vertical Velocity) 

Ditto 

Unacceptable control response -

the flight reference numerator. 

positive real zero in 

SSMZ 
-p 

andThrusth tflight Ditto 
No direct indication of vertical gust component.
An adverse cross coupling influence of thrust onpath response. 

SS e 
Angle of Attack 

and Pitch Attitude 

Better direct controllability than DSM, (but 
adverse 7 - e cross coupling stifl present).
Incorrect indication of horizontal gust. 
Ineffective in regulating USM. 

Nearly equivalent to ISM - lacks 
effects of airspeed and thrust. 

relatively minor 

SSM 
Angle of Attack 

and Flight Path Angle
(or Vertical Velocity) 

Essentially equivalent to SSMW, . Ditto 

Angle of Attack 
and Thrust 

Angle-of-attack like 
DSM). Large adverse 

controllability (as an 
cross coupling between Ditto 

SSMO5a 
Pitch attitude and 

Flight Path Angle 
(or Vertical Velocity) 

Angle-of-attack-like controllability. Inadequate 
margin status information. Ineffective in 
regulating DSM. 

Same as high thrust condition. 

SSM 

SEM 

Pitch Attitudeand ThtanTrutregulation 

Flight Path AngleI 
Fh (or Vertical Velocity) 

and Thrust 

Excellent controllability - one-to-one vith 
pitch attitude. No status information. Noof DSM. 

Unusable - too sensitive to thrust and flight 

path changes. 

Same 

Same 

as 

as 

high thrust condition. 

high thrust condition. 



Based on the above partial derivatives, we found the controllability of
 

lift margin to be essentially similar to angle of attack with the charac

teristically low damping ratio of the complex pair of zeros, i.e.,
 

NF -__ gZw 

Thus, it was considered to be equivalent to vertical-gust-critical DSM in 

this respect. 

The lift-margin-based flight reference was found to be effective for 

maintaining dynamic safety margin via an FR e loop closure. The key 

expression of closed-loop effectiveness introduced previously (and explained 

in detail in Appendix C); 

wDSM jjFR
Ug E 

was evaluated for a general flight reference involving u and w:
 

s [s2Y( + Z s+x - gZ
U. Wu , w w Ul 

2() +( ag9Z+gZw
 

!Thus.for -lift margin, dy4''2yA2-n: 

. 1(0)(0.15)(040)1 Ug
SMSM 

bPS FR [0.20;0.40](0.50) 

Since this tends to be small compared to unity for frequencies below
 
DSM0.4 rad/sec we could expect the closed loop for lift margin regulation < 

sto beicomparable to that of direct DSM reg tion. 
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The main shortcoming of lift margin was that it produced a distorted 

indication of safety margin - mainly, critical margins indicated low. 

This was determined by comparison of FR and DSM gust numerators: 

For speed margin critical,
 

jjFR -k s s -Z + w1z 
-ug w > ) 0.25(1.1) 

Sug - -kis s- Z)u 0 

i.e.; the indicated margin change compared to the actual 

was 0.5 at low frequencies and 0.25 at high frequencies 

For vertical gust margin critical
 

Nwg 13f s-,\ ' 4 -,X .o oo)_o1 
g - 0.5(0.02) 

s X) (0-07) m 
wDSM -it; s' -

It was believed that lift margin could be of value only if switching between 

two margin criteria proved unsuccessful in simulator experiments. 

C. IMPLICATIONS FOR M EXPER2UNTAL INVESTIGATION 

The survey of various flight reference implementation concepts thus 

described did not result in a list of candidates which were likely to be 

totally satisfactory in a safety margin system role. From the possibilities 

considered - dynamic safety margin, ten static safety margin-combinations; 

and lift margin - none appeared to meet all requirements. As illustrated 

by the summary in Table 11-6, good controllability could only be obtained 

at the expense of good safety margin status information or the ability to
 

directly regulate safety margin excursions, and vice versa. In most cases,
 

there was also a significant difference in characteristics when switching
 

from the condition where speed mgrgin was critical to the condition where
 

vertical gust margin was critical. 
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--

--

-- --

REPRODUCIBITY OF THE 
ORIGINAL PAGE ISPOOR 

TABLE 111-6 

SUNMARY OF THE SURVEY OF FLIGHT REFERENCE IMPLEMENTATION CONCEPTS 

FLIGHT REFERENCE BASIS 


DSM 


SSM
Uw 

SSM
u,8 

SGM
ud 

SSM
u,3 


SSM

W1 

SSM
wd 

SSM 

SSM
S8,d 

SS 5 


SSM.
d,6 


12M 


IMPLEMENTATION 


1 input

3 inputs 


1 input

1+ input 


1 input
2 inputs 


1 input

2 inputs 


1 input
2 inputs 

2 inputs

I+ input 


2 inputs

1+ input 


2 inputs

1+ input 


2 inputs
2 inputs 

2 inputs
2 inputs 

2 inputs
2 inputs 

3t inputs 

CONTROLIABILITY 


Fair 

Fair 


Fair 

Fair 


Fair 

Good 


Fair 

UnacceptableX 


Fair 
Poor 


Good 

Fair 


Good 

Fair 

Good 

Fair 


Good 

Fair 


Ideal 

Ideal 


Unacceptable X 
Unacceptable X 

Fair 


STATUS INFORMATION 


Ideal 

Ideal 


Ideal 

Good 


Ideal 

Poor 


Ideal 

Poor 


Ideal 

Poor 


Poor 

Good 


Poor 

Good 


Poor 

Good 


Poor 

....
 

Nil 

Nil 


..
 

Fair 


MARGIN REGULATION
 

Good
 
Good
 

Good
 
Good
 

Good
 
Fair
 

Good
 

Good
 

Nil
 
Good
 

Nil
 
Good
 

Good
 
Good
 

Nil' 

Nil
 
Nil
 

Good
 

-- Indicates that no analysis was performed. 

The upper line of a table entry refers to an airspeed margin critical condition (high thrust) 
and the lover line refers to a vertical gust margn critical condition (lov thrust). 
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The general implication of the analytic results was that there were
 

some possibilities that should be evaluated, but they likely would not be 

suitable for use in a safety margin system without modification. Thus, it 

would be necessary to carry out development of flight reference schemes 

as part of the simulator experiments. 

Two flight reference schemes were considered to be worth exploring 

experimentally although neither was expected to be satisfactory without 

modification. These two were:
 

* Dynamic safety margin 

* Static safety margin based on airspeed and 
pitch attitude.
 

Dynamic safety margin was regarded as the most important scheme to 

evaluate on the simulator. It provided the ideal safety margin status 

information. Hence, regulation of safety margin excursions would be possible 

to the imit of manual or automatic controllability. In addition, we 

believed that it was important to establish the magnitude of likely con

trollability problems as DSM switched back and forth between margin 

criteria. Also, we were not sure that DSM would alternate just between 

the two margin criteria believed most critical (20 kt speed margin from 

Vminm and 20 kt vertical gust margin); the other three margin criteria
 

mentioned in Section II.A might have unexpectedly come into play under
 

non-steady conditions.
 

Static safety margin based on airspeed and pitch attitude (SSMue)
 

was the other flight reference scheme we considered worth investigating on 

the simulator. It offered the hope'of improving controllability when
 

vertical gust margin was critical, although status information would be 

degraded. Most important, it was suspected that a u - 0 combination could 

be used to alleviate the adverse 7 - e cross coupling when speed margin 
was critical. Specifically, we envisioned a cross between a constant e 

flight reference and a constant airspeed flight reference. 

Thus, as we shall discuss next, the experimental investigation began 

by exploring DSM, SSMUe; and subsequently variations of each. This ulti

mately led to development of a useful hybrid flight reference scheme 

involving DSM plus a linear function of pitch attitude. 
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PiECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT PLUE 

SECTION IV 

EXPER11MNML INVESTIGATION 

The objectives of the experimental investigation were threefold. First, 

we desired to explore a limited number of interesting implementation con

cepts based on the results of the prior analysis effort. Second, we needed 

to investigate certain specific system features which could be of use in 

configuring and tuning a final solution such as adding pitch rate or pitch
 

attitude compensation. Last, we wanted to set forth and test the most 

promising candidate for a final solution. Hence, the experimental effort
 

was mainly developmental in nature. 

In the following pages we shall describe the experimental procedure 

and the results obtained from the various investigations. We will conclude 

by presenting the results of the evaluation of a refined safety margin 

system design. 

A. EXPERIfMENTA PROCEDURE 

The experiments conducted during this program involved manned and un

manned use of the STOLA1f airborne hardware simulator located at NASA Ames 

Research Center. This is a fixed base simulator of the NASA Augmentor Wing 

research airplane and its associated STOLAND system hardware. The latter 

is described in Ref. 9. The major components involved in the experiment
 

are shown diagrammatically in Fig. IV-i. 

The simulator was used in a head-down IIS approach scenario. Approaches
 

were made both manually and automatically through various wind profiles 

consisting of a combination of random and deterministic components. Runs 

started with the aircraft trimmed for descent on a 7.5 deg glide slope at 

approximately 2000 ft altitude and terminated at 200 ft. No configuration 

changes were involved.
 

The specific loading configuration and atmospheric conditions used in 

this study were:
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Figure IV-I. Simulator Block Diagram 



Weight 40o,000 lb
 

cg FS 341.2 

Flap Deflection 65 deg 

Nozzle Deflection 70 deg 

Atmosphere sea level, standard day 

Maximum engine rpm (for-this study) 98.5% 

Pitch, roll, and yaw SAS on 

The cockpit controls included:
 

longitudinal control column
 

Throttle
 

Lateral wheel
 

Rudder pedals 

The pilot employed a backside control technique in controlling flight 

path and flight reference, i.e., cG -e-G-S T and FR - ec . 

It was necessary to constrain the operational variables (configuration, 

loading, atmosphere, and piloting technique) in order to study the safety 

margin system features in an efficient and systematic manner. The effect 

of changing some operational variables was studied briefly and will be 

discussed in Section Iv.F. 

The simulator wind model was the primary tool used for exploring safety 

margin system designs. The model itself and the procedure for using it was 

patterned after the simulator experiments reported in Ref. 10 which addressed 

wind shear hazard for powered-lift aircraft. 

The wind model consisted of a combination of random and deterministic 

components. The random components were computed using the standard _ 

MIL-F-8785B Dryden model as described in Ref. 4. The level typically used 

was based on ag = 3 ft/sec. 

The deterministic wind component provided the main pilot-vehicle 

disturbance and was composed of a series of linear, time-dependent changes 

in longitudinal and vertical gusts. Normally, during a simulator run, the 
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deterministic wind component consisted of a profile such as shown in the 

following sketch: 

Steady tailwind 

Large amplitude 
u tailwind-to-headwind 

g 
Small amplitude 

shear (i.e., large Ag) 
g 

headwind-to-
Steady tailwind shear 
headwind (i.e., small A) 

The main metric of gust severity was considered to be longitudinal gust
 

rate, that is, At g . A magnitude of 3 ft/sec2 was regarded as relatively 

large based on Ref. 10, and, indeed, based on pilot opinion during this 

experiment. In general, the duration of wind shears was sufficiently 

long to allow for closed loop pilot response to flight reference error
 

(15 to 20 sec). Only limited use was made of deterministic vertical gusts 

because the aircraft heave'-response was too rapid to allow significant 

pilot regulation. The random -w component provided the main vertical1-9 
gust component.
 

Three forms of data were acquired during the experiments including: 

o Analog strip chart recordings 

* Digital end-of-run printouts 

* Tape recordings of pilot commentary. 

The pilot tapes) transcribed after each simulator session, were regarded
 

as the most valuable resource. The analog strip charts (3 recorders 

40 channels) provided the most detailed account of simulator runs and 
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were monitored frequently during simulator runs. Table TV-I lists the 

strip chart recorder assignments. Digital printout was used to record only
 

the 	simulator model variables which were subject to change from run to 

run 	depending upon the experiment.
 

An on-line pilot control technique identification scheme was imple

mented in an attempt to correlate pilot commentary with measured pilot 

technique. It was of particular importance to obtain some quantitative
 

measure of flight reference loop tightness in order to verify the prior
 

analysis. Although a relatively low priority was put on development of
 

such an identification scheme, a limited degree of success was obtained.
 

The method used to identify pilot action consisted of (i) assuming a 

specific loop structure model as in Fig. IV-2 then (ii) solving for loop 

structure model parameters by a least squares fit of the simulator data. 

This was accomplished on-line in real time through use of a running least 

squares fit, i.e., continually updating the accumulated data. The method 

is similar to that described in Ref. I t. A summary of the on-line identifi

cation scheme is given in Appendix D.
 

B. 	 INVESTIGATION OF DISPLAY FEATURES 

The first step in the simulator investigation was to establish a 

display format which would serve throughout the remainder of the experi

mental program. 

1. 	 Flight Reference Indication 

As a starting point, the flight reference was assigned to the STOIAND 

EADI speed error indicator. This consisted of a diamond symbol moving on 

a vertical scale as shown below:
 

15
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TABLE IV-I
 

STRIP CHART RECORDER ASSIGMENS
 

VARIABLE 

Altitude (cyclic) 


Altitude Rate (cyclic) 


Angle of Attack 


Colbmn Displacement 


longitudinal Gust 


Glide Slope Error 


Vertical Gust 


Engine RPM 


Equivalent Airspeed (cyclic) 


Pitch Attitude (cyclic) 


Safety Reference Index 


Safety Reference (cyclic) 


Flight Reference Index 


Flight Reference (cyclic) 


Dynamic Safety Margin Index 


Dynamic Safety Margin (cyclic) 


Lateral GUSt 


Wheel Deflection 


Distance from Glide Slope 


Id-ft Margin 


RANJGE 

0 to 250 ft 

± 25 ft/sec 

-20 to +30 deg 

-5 to +5 deg 

+ 50 ft/sec 

+ 5 deg 

+ 50 ft/sec 

75 to 100% 

0 to 50 ht 

± 5 deg 

± 5 

25 to 75% 

+ 5 

25 to 75% 

+ 5 

25 to 75% 

+ 5o ft/sec 

+ 12.5 deg 

+ 125 ft 

0 to 1 g 

VARIABLE RANGE 

Flight eference Standard Deviation + 50A 

Flight Reference ean + 50% 

Safety Reference Standard Deviation + 50% 

Safety Reference Mean + 50% 

lateral Displacement + 500 ft 

Flight Path Angle -20 to +5 deg 

Lateral Path Angle 65 to 115 deg 

Localizer Error + 5 deg 

Headig 6, to 115 deg 

Yaw Rate + 25 deg/see 

Roll Attitude + 25 deg 

Roll Bate + 25 deg/sec 

Pitch Loop Gain + 0.5 deg/deg 

Integral Flight Reference Gain + 0.05 deg/%-sec 

Flight Reference Error + 50 

Pitch Attitude + 12.-5 deg 

Control Column + 5 deg 

Glide Slope Error Gain + 12.5%/deg 

Glide Slope Error + 2.5 deg 

Throttle Deflection + 12.5% 
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This had the obvious advantage of maintaining the same function for this 

part of the display as with the original STIAND system. 

The scale markings on the EADI could not be arbitrarily set because 

they were drawn by hardware circuitry rather than by digital computer 

program software. Thus, two scalings were considered: 

150% 0 

100% and 100% 2 in
 

The more sensitive scale on the left corresponded well to the original 

STOL4AD speed' error scale which was + 10 kt. (Recall that in the airspeed 

margin range + 50% of safety margin corresponds to + 10 kt.) In ddnt5st, 

the scale on the right presented a greater range which included zero -- 

margin - clearly more desirable if large margin excursions were likely. 

Two pilots evaluated the scaling alternatives and considered both to 

be acceptable. The + 100% scale was preferred by the pilot having no 

prior experience using the STOLAND displays. The other pilot found that 

the increased sensitivity of the + 50% scale aided in easier detection of 

small margin changes and rates of change. Further, it was discovered that 

margin variations in excess of 50% were unlikely. The sensitive scale was 

finally selected as the better alternative.
 

2. Safety Reference Indication
 

The next display format feature established was the safety reference
 

indication. The two possibilities considered were (i) to have an SR symbol
 

moving on the safety margin scale along with the FR bug, or (ii) to have 

the SR symbol represented as a kind of floor with respect to the FR bug,
 

i.e.
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FR 	 FRo 	 K 

SR (relative to SR (relative to 
scale itself) - FR symbol) 

(i) (ii) 

In the second case, the SR symbol could be viewed as a shrinking or en

larging -of the bottom of the vertical scale. Hence, even if the FR bug
 

indicated 100%, if the SR line moved upward from the bottom scale mark it 

would indicate a lessening of actual safety margins. Conversely, if it 

moved downward it would indicate an actual safety margin in excess of 

that indicated by the FR. 

The simulator evaluation of these two cases led to the adoption of the 

second. The SR line near the bottom of the scale was preferred because it 

was 	far enough removed as to not interfere with the FR bug yet was close
 

enough to monitor _easily. Also, since the SR line was placed relative to 

the FR bug (the indicated SR was the distance between the line and the bug) 

the 	line did not move radically as long as the FR corresponded well to the
 

actual sdfety margin. 

3. 	 Flight Reference Status Lights 

Another display feature adopted was a pair of lights immediately to 

thesleft of the FR scale (normally used as marker beacon lights) which 

indicated the status of the FR, i.e., whether it was operating in the high 

thrust region or the low thrust region. It was believed that such informa

tion could be of value if any significant adjustments in control strategy 

or technique were involved. As the simulator experiments progressed the 

flight reference status lights did, in fact, prove to be a useful feature 

and were adopted as a part of the final safety margin system configuration. 
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4. Other Features
 

Miscellaneous other features incorporated into the EADI display format 

were: 

o Engine rpm (digital) 

o STOLAND flight path angle bar 

o Maximum available flight path angle bar. 

The overall display format is summarized in Fig. IV-3. 

C. PRELIMINARY EVALUATION OF SAFETY MARGIN SYSTEM CONCEPTS 

Several relatively complete safety margin system packages were investi

gated experimentally. This was done to explore concepts within the full 

context of FR switching (high thrust region versus low thrust region) and 

auxiliary use of the SR. The results of these studies formed the main 

foundation for the refined system ultimately tested and described in 

Subsection F. 

Two basic flight reference schemes were involved, but several variations
 

of each were tried. 'The two basic flight references were:
 

o 	 FR[DSM]
 

SxFRssM e]
 

The first of these was based on dynamic safety margin and was considered
 

important to test because of its directness. At the same time, based on 

analyses, the FR[DSM] appeared to have potential controllability problems 

which deserved experimental verification.
 

The second basic flight reference scheme tested, FR[SSM 1] repre

sented a system which had good controllability potential but possible 

problems in providing status information - the converse of the FR[DSM]. 

The variations which were applied to the two basic flight reference 

schemes included:
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o 	 Addition of a safety reference foren-hanced safety 
margin status information-__. 

o 	 Addition of pitch rate equalization for improved
 
controllability.
 

These variations involved minor changes in the system logic but had the 

potential for large differences in pilot perception. Therefore, they were 

evaluated within the context of the overall safety margin system as opposed 

to the design adjustments described in the subsequent 'Subsection IV.D. 

1. Evaluation of FR[DSM]
 

A safety margin system comprised only of a flight reference based on 

dynamic safety margin was evaluated and found to be an effective system 

except for some anticipated controllability aspects. 

The FR[DSM] was studied on the simulator by adjusting the mean headwind 

to obtain initial operating points for the conditions of speed margin criti

cal and vertical gust margin critical - normally 20 kt and zero, respec

tively. Wind shears were introduced to sometimes produce excursions back
 

and forth between the two critical margin conditions and sometimes remain 

within one critical margin condition. 

Based on the analytic'results, we expected to find manual controllability 

problems for both DSM margin conditions. Recall that for speed margin 

critical, control of speed margin involved adverse y - 9 cross coupling.
 

Also, coftrol of vertical gust margin involved the possibility of an 

oscillatory tendency if controlling too tightly. Only the former problem 

appeared to be of any magnitude.
 

On the matter of adverse 7 - e cross coupling, the main evaluation 

pilot believed that y - eOcross coupling should be proverse or, at worst, 

limited to zero. That is, no downward pitch correction should be required 

to hold flight reference when making an upward flight path correction. 

(This belief may have been compounded by the presence of strong proverse
 

y - 6 coupling when vertical gust margin was critical.) We should add, 

however, that two other pilots who viewed FR[DSM] briefly did not express 

concern over the adverse y - 6 cross coupling. Nevertheless, this feature 
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was identified as one for which a remedy should be studied. This is 

addressed in Subsection D.
 

Controllability of the angle-of-attack-like dynamics when vertical
 

gust margin was critical was found not to be the problem anticipated. All
 

three pilots evaluating this system restricted their loop crossover fre

quency to approximately 0.15 rad/sec. This appeared to provide them with
 

an acceptable level of flight reference (and safety margin) precision in
 

even the largest shears encountered, thus an overcontrol tendency was not
 

observed. One pilot hypothesized that the angle'of-attack-like flight 

reference may have been more acceptable because of the strict exclusion
 

by the DSM of low airspeed, extreme backside operation at higher thrust 

settings.
 

In general, control of the FR[DSM] required fairly long term regulation 

involving initial correction then eventual cross-checking. Hence, it was
 

not regarded as a particularly low workload task even though the specific 

controllability features discussed above were not as severe as anticipated. 

There was, therefore, some interest in pursuing flight reference configura

tions with improved control response.
 

There was direct evidence that the pilot was regulating dynamic safety 

margin during sustained wind shears. As shown in Fig. IV-4, he was able 

to arrest the change in DSM produced by a long term %, and, in fact, had 

to stop the DSM excursion in the opposite direction when the shear stopped.
 

It was difficult to obtain statistically significant safety margin 

precision measurements in order to compare FR[DSMJ effectiveness with other
 

flight reference schemes. Therefore, we had to rely on a combination of
 

analysis and simulator measurements as the main indicator of potential 

safety margin precision. Consequently our summary of results may sound 

qualitative.
 

The reason for difficulty in measuring statistically significant
 

precision directly was the relatively small data sample which could be 

obtained within the scope of this program and the involvement of primarily 

only one pilot. Although discrete, deterministic wind shears were used 

as the primary disturbance forcing function, there was considerable 
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randomness in the resulting safety margin excursions. Part of the randomness 

was due to the low level superimposed random turbulence, and part was due 

to randomness associated with pilot action in controlling flight path.
 

Because of the limited sample of data, the procedure for estimating 

potential effectiveness of any flight reference was (i) to use the pilot
 

loop gain measurements to establish approximate crossover frequency ranges,
 

then (ii) to infer the effect of such crossover frequencies from the simple
 

closed loop models used in the system analyses.
 

For FR[DSM] the above procedure led to direct use of the closed loop
 

responses Thown in Fig. 111-5 of the analysis section since measured
 

crossover frequencies were approximately 0.15 rad/sec. In fact, in the
 

case of FR[DSM] a fairly strong closed loop effect was evident in the 

simulator data and fair direct comparison with analytically modeled response 

was possible.
 

One feature of FR[DSM] which could not be handled well analytically was
 

the action of DSM switching back and forth between speed- fnfd-iticalC. 

and vertical-gust-margin-critical conditions. All that was known was that 

a common set of feedback gain and compensation could be -usedin the autopilot
 

loop without a significant variation in crossover frequency even though the 

controlled element dynamics were varying between airspeed and angle of 

attack.
 

The simulator evaluation showed that the effect of DSM switching did 

not, in fact, present any particular problem. The pilot claimed that the 

flight reference status lights (Section IV.B.3) may have contributed to his
 

impression of the smoothness in switching.
 

2. Evaluation of FR[SSM, 6) 
A safety margin system composed of a flight reference based on static
 

safety margin was evaluated to examine its anticipated improved con-, 

tdllability over FR[DSM] but degraded -safetymiargin status information. 

Because this scheme was equivalent to dynamic safety -margin with speed 

margin critical, the nominal operating point evaluated corresponded to a 

low thrust condition, where the vertical gust margin was-critical' 
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Controllability of FR[SSM e], by itself, was preferred over FR[DSM]. 

The pilot noted that smaller pitch attitude excursions were made when 

tracking FRESSMue0], and that these smaller excursions seemed to have a 

favorable effect on flight path tracking. This appeared to reflect the
 

difference in 7/b response with FR regulated which is discussed in the 

analysis of SSMue" 

The FR[SSMue] did not provide good DSM status information as predicted, 

but this shortcoming was not readily apparent to the pilot without careful 

examination of FR response to known wind profiles and to throttle inputs. 

A better evaluation of this feature was made when a dynamic safety margin 

was provided in the form of a safety reference (to be discussed subsequently). 

The main lesson learned was that, without a direct reference, the pilot 

canmot easily judge safety margin status, per se. He is, therefore, likely
 

to regard mistakenly his flight reference as safety margin status even 

though it might be inherently a poor indicator of such status. 

3. Evaluation of FR[SSM,&81 and SR[DSM 

A safety reference was provided as an auxiliary display to the flight 

reference based on SSM in order to give the pilqt better safety margin
 

status information. Thus, the pilot could track the relatively easy 

FR[SSM a,] while monitoring the true SR[DSM]. This combination proved so
 
u,e 

incompatible that the effectiveness of both the FR and SR was cancelled. 

The problem in using this combination was that when a disturbance was 

encountered the short term responses of FR and SR were frequently opposite. 

This led to understandable pilot confusion, and the controllability 

advantage of FRfSSM 1] was effectively lost. 

This FR - SR combination supported the notion that if a safety reference
 

is to be used, then the flight reference must correspond reasonably well. 

The implication is that the flight reference must be a reasonable facsimile 

of dynamic safety margin if the latter is truly the quantity to be main

tained. This was the basis for the flight reference ultimately tried and 

described in Subsection F.
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4. 	 Evaluation of YREDSM+fC6')) 

A flight reference was constructed using DSM as a basis and adding a 

component derived from pitch rate in the hope of improving controllability
 

in the vertical-gust-margin-critical region. The function was defined as 

shown in Table IV-2. Thus, in the steady state FR = DSM, but in the low 

thrust region where vertical gust margin was critical, the linearized FR
 

numerator was: 

a VVwL u V u 

+ k6 s 

1[ 2 s - zu 
iw[+ k -a Vz~ 

In effect the low damping ratio in the control numerator could be artifi- 

cially increased by the parameter k6. 

The 	parameter k6 was adjusted so that the damping ratio of the numerator 

zeros became 0.7. The closed loop response, therefore, would always be 

well damped unless the pitch attitude itself was overcontrolled by the 

pilot and driven unstable. 

This flight reference was not readily discernible by the pilot from 

the basic FR[DSM], and his normal flight reference loop gain was unchanged. 

In order to produce noticeable degradation in controllability, the nFR 

numerator zeros were driven into the right half plane by changing the sign 

on k6. With the numerator damping ratio set to -. 2 the pilot was able to 

detect the oscillatory dynamics only if he intentionally tightened up the 

loop by increasing his control gain. 

For the system ultimately to be discussed under Subsection F. a nearly 

identical placement of zeros was used for NFR with vertical gust margin, 

critical, but the system was found significantly easier to control, and 

a much higher crossover frequency was used. It appeared, then, that in 
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TABLE IV-2 

FLIGHT REFERENCE BASED ON DSM AND f(e) 

FR = MEN (F~t, FR2 ) 

min
 
mwhere FR1 = DSM1 	 2 

20kb 

FR2 =DSM2 + f (6)
 

MMx -k s Eks 

arcsin 5 v (s +4 )(a+-t 

Notes- 1) If 0 is held fixed then FR = DSM 

2) 1/T I and 1/T 2 set to nominal values of 

aarframe I/To, and I/T 2 

3) 	 kb determines damping ratio of F2 

numerator zeros. 
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the case of FR[DS+f(e)3 the low bandwidth dynamics of the speed-margin

critical prevented the pilot from taking advantage of the improved 

vertical-gust-margin-critical Na 

5.Evation of FR[flSM+f(6)) and SEnSM) 

A brief evaluation was made using the previously discubsed flight 

reference and a safety reference. Although there was no measurable improve

ment in controllability, we wanted to evaluate, quantitatively the magnitude 

of disparity between FR and SR to find if even a small disparity were 

permissible. In the FR- SR case previously discussed (FR[SSM e and 

SR[DSM]) the difference was so large as to be clearly impractical.
 

The finding was that the k66 term amounted to only 10% net difference 

between FR and SR. With this level the SR appeared to be a useful device
 

for monitoring true safety mrgins while tracking a t'light reference with 

slightly different dynamics. 

6. Evaluation of a Flight Path Reference, GR (Gamma Reference) 

A flight path reference indicating the available flight path angle 

capability, ,max. added displays The valuewas to the of FR and SR. of the 

GR display was to tell the 'pilot how much flight path angle he could pro

duce with the application of maximum thrust at his present flight reference -

In &.fec-tctheteonsequen&dseotb(ifngttoo fast. or too slow. 

The specific GR tested involved a simple steady-state functional rela

tionship between airspeed and thrust derived directly from a y - V curve. 

A more sophisticated implementation would have included the effects of 

non-steady gusts (e.g., a tail-And shear would reduce ',ax)' however, our 

objective was only to find if an additional displayed parameter could be 

used in conjunction with the FR and SR. 

No problems were perceived by the pilot. The display was easy to use
 

but was regarded as relatively unnecessary without the non-steady effect of 

wind shear noted above. 
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7. Conclusions from the Preliminary System Evaluations 

As a result of the foregoing experimental investigations several im

portant things were learned which helped in the investigation of design 

adjustments and in configuring a refined system preafatoryto flight 

testing.
 

o 	 None of the systems evaluated were satisfactory 

without refinements.
 

* 	 The basic FR[DSM] was found to be the most suitable 

overall.
 

-* 	 All the systems sffferedf roadversey e cross 

coupling, and to rectify it would require a departure 

from the maximum allowable low speed flight envelope.
 

* 	 A safety reference was found useful, butto4y if 

there was xeasonable correspondence to the flight

reference.
 

* 	 The matter of switching between at least two DSM 

functions presented no apparent problem.
 

D. INESTIGAION OF FE DESIGN ADUSBENTS 

The objective of this line of experiments was to study possible methods
 

for adjusting the flight reference implementation for improved con

trollability while maintaining reasonable status information. The main 

topic of study was aimed at alleviating objectionable 7 - G cross coupling. 

A subsidiary topic involved exploration of a lift-margin-like flight
 

reference.
 

I, Alleviation cfV Adverse 7' - e 01o1060 lis ~ 
in High Tbrut Region 

One of the main objections in all of the basic FR schemes studied was 

adverse y - e cross coupling (nose down pitch when making an upward flight 

path correction). Thus, it was considered important to devise a way of 

alleviating the problem. 
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Since y - 0 coupling was a built-in feature of the given aerodynamic 

configuration it was necessary to depart from the desired steady state
 

7 - V trajectory, i.e., constant airspeed, and to approach a constant 

pitch attitude trajectory.
 

Simply configuring the FR to follow a constant pitch attitude was 

believed unsatisfactory because it would (i) not offer any closed loop 

regulation of flight reference and (ii) not provide safety margin status
 

information. Hence, it was necessary only to approach a constant e tra

jectory as a limit. This was accomplished by making the flight reference 

a linear combination of airspeed and attitude, i.e., 

FR = k u a + keAe 

where Aua and Ae were perturbation airspeed and pitch attitude.
 

The airspeed coefficient ka was fixed to maintain the correct sensitivity 

to horizontal gusts (5%/kt), and k. was varied from zero to - w. Thus for 

k6 = 0 the basic FR[DSM] was represented. For k = - o the FR corresponded 

to constant 0, hence without adverse y - 0 coupling. 

For a fixed operating point the pilot was asked to perform the IIS
 

approach task in a variety of turbulence conditions and wind shears. The 

parameter k was varied from zero to -20%/deg in decrements of 5%/deg.
 

The results were: 

k COMMENTS 

Zero Changes in 9 required to track FR were so large 
that it interfered with flight path tracking.
 

'-5%/deg No substantial alleviation in adverse -y - 9 coupling. 

could begin to, neglect coordination-10%/deg Marginal 
-between- and-throttle. 

-15%/deg Easier to track than -10%/deg and adverse 7- -coupling reduced to the level of ambient noise.
 

-20%/deg Too sensitive to pitch changes - might be
susceptable to PIO.
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The tradeoff from the pilot's view was mainly between adverse y - e 
coupling and excessive FR/e sensitivity. But one other factor was present 

although not directly observable - the degree of correlation between flight 

reference and safety margin. This last issue forced the tradeoff toward 

the lowest possible ke . Hence, while the pilot preferred -15%/deg, a 

level of -10%/deg was considered more widely acceptable. 

We should comment on the degree of generality of these numerical results. 

As for sensitivity to 6 excursions and corruption of safety margin informa

tion, the values of k mentioned above should be fairly general. With regard 

to reduction of 7 - e coupling, the numerical values of k cannot be 

generalized - they are dependent on the specific configuration considered. 

In order to apply a degree of generality, however, the kE' s could be related 

to a respective e change during a given flight path angle excursion. Recall 

that this was done earlier in the analysis section. The approximate rela

tionship between peak e/Ystep and k6 for the configuration evaluated was: 

-5 -10 -15 

Peak e
 
%step
 

-I 

2. 	 Evaluation of a General u,w Flight Reference 
(With Implications for the Use of Lift Margin) 

A brief experiment was run in which the steady state y - V slope for 

constant flight reference was varied using a combination of u and w i.e., 

airspeed and angle of attack. This experiment also had implications for 

the use of lift margin because of.-the similarity in the dynamics. 
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From the relationships expressed in Table 111-2
 

g g 
3u kT7FR Ii XU - g 

kw V 

for a general u,w flight reference. The following range of k and k 

thus - was explored: 

k, (%/kt) kt (%kw-(f) Condition 

5 0 0 Constant speed-, 

Intermediate condition 
5 -5 -2.4, tepresentative of 

lift margin I 

0 -5 -4.7 Constant angle of attack
 

The two extremes in the table above were representative of the basic 

DSM dynamics for speed margin critical and vertical gust margin critical, 

respectively. The main objective of this experiment was, therefore, to 

examine the controllability of the intermediate case.
 

Prior analysis had shown that the dynamics of a flight reference with 

k = -k should be more angle-of-attack-like than airspeed-like (see 

Section III.B.3). But in using FR[DSM] the pilot had already demonstrated 

that he controlled angle of attack in essentially the same way as airspeedj-

rather loosely. Thus we expected, that the u-w combination would not produce 

any.,unusual results. 

A few runs using the intermediate u-w combination showed that this was 

a usable flight reference, not really distinguishable from FR[DSM].
 

Measured pilot gains indicated that the closed loop bandwidth was approxi

mately the same as DSM - about 0.15 rad/sec. The implication was that 

there was a continuum of flight reference possibilities spanning the range
 

of positive k and negative k combinations which would include lift margin
U2 w 

as a special case. 
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E. 	 COMPATIBILITY Or MAUJAL, AUTOMATIC AND FLIGHT DIMOTOR 

FUNCTIONS - fMPLEMZNTATION AND OPERATION 

Another objective of the feasibility study was to address the compati

bility of the safety margin system with manual, automatic, and flight 

director operation. This was accomplished by integrating the components of 

a safety margin system design into an existing STOLAI autopilot and flight 

director. The following topics provide a discussion of our investigation. 

1. 	 System Implementation 

The simulator experiment included the implementation of basic safety
 

margin system components on the STOIAND equipment. Thus it was possible 

to evaluate directly the impact on the overall software/hardwarepackage 

as well as certain operational features. 

System implementation included the following: 

* 	 EADI display functions 

o 	 FR and SR functions 

* 	 Autopilot and flight director loops. 

An example of the Sperry 181 9- digital computer coding required for the 

above functions is included in Appendix 2.. 

Implementation of the display functions had a minimal impact on the 

existing STOIARD system. Software modifications involved substitution of 

new signals to drive various existing displays: 

* The vertical scale symbol, normally used for airspeed 

error., was driven by the FR function
 

* 	 Averaged engine rpm was displayed on the central 

digital window 

* 	 The runway outline was collapsed into a single
 

horizontal line and driven by the SR function
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* 	 Two of the marker beacon lights were used to 

indicate whether airspeed margin or angle of attack 

margin was more critical
 

* 	 The flight path acceleration bar was driven by
 

the flight path margin reference, GR.
 

There was no incompatibility among manual, automatic, and flight director 

functions so far as the display was concerned. 

The general implementation of FR, SR, and GR functions in the Sperry
 

1819A computer was represented by the specific software implementation of 

the DSM shown in Appendix E'. The DSM was, of course, the heart of the FR 

and SR functions ultimately recommended. The basic philosophy adopted was 

to 	base automatic operation on the preferred manual system. This insured
 

system compatibility with regard to FR and SR functions. Operational prob

lems were encountered, however, and will be discussed shortly. 

The magnitude of the impact of the safety margin system on STOL4AE 

software was minimal. As shown in Appendix J, approximately 200 words of 

the total 32000 word capacity were required to implement the system. The 

impact on cycle time was also miniscule because many simple arithmetic 
aoperations -were involved (.only one rsit-fimctibn w 7s-e, d-j Venths

could-&be eliminated isihn -asiallI angle approximation),. 

An 	angle of attack input is one feature lacking in the present STOIAMD
 

system but required to implement a safety margin system. Angle of attack 

measurements are available on the NASA Augmentor Wing airplane; however, 

they are not sent to the Sperry 1819A computer. This problem was solved 

on the simulator by using an existing link from the EAI 8400 digital 

computer to the 1819A. 

2. 	System Operation
 

Automatic and flight director operation was investigated by simply
 

replacing the previous airspeed error signal with a suitably scaled flight
 

reference error. Rate and displacement gains were suitably adjusted based
 

on closed loop analysis. Because the basic Sperry STOLAJD autopilot and
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flight director software were essentially unified it was not necessary to 

deal with two components of software separately in order to make the system 

operable.
 

Autopilot and flight director loops implemented using the basic STOIAND 

system did produce problems. At the outset it was not clear whether these 

problems were (i) a result of a basic incompatibility of the preferred 

manual flight reference with autopilot and flight director operation, or 

(ii) connected with the specific STOIAND autopilot and flight director 

being modified. 

The main problem encountered involved a limit cycle during an autopilot

controlled approach. The limit cycle produced an engine rpm excursion of 

approximately + 0.5% which coupled with the flight reference. This ulti

mately prevented tightening the flight reference loop to the desired level. 

It was subsequently found that the thrust desponse involved not only 

lags but also a sizable deadband. Effective thrust response could be 

improved through the use of augmentor wing chokes (essentially a direct 

lift control), but that feature was not available on the particular STOIAND 

software being used for this program. 

Another problem arose in connection with the STOIAfD flight director. 

Specifically, the flight director command bar was slow in responding to 

a flight reference error. Thus, the pilot frequently elected to disable'.--

the flight director during large wind shear disturbances and proceed under 

manual control. (Reversion to manual control, however, was accomplished 

without difficulty.) 

The original flight director was designed to control airspeed error, 

a low frequency regulation task. On the other hand, the flight reference 

error being sent to the director in place of airspeed was normally regulated 

at a relatively high frequency (see Subsection F). Thus- to solve the
 

problem of slow response would have required modification of the basic 

flight director software - a task beyond the scope of this program. 

To summarize, for both of the operational problems described here 

there was no fundamental incompatibility among manual, automatic, and 
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flight director operation using a safety margin system. There were only 

those incompatibilities relating to the specific software available.
 

IN EVALUATION OF A REINEfD SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 

Based on the results of the simulator experiments and analyses performed,
 

a refined safety margin system was configured and evaluated. The refined 

system represented a reasonable compromise among the various factors
 

considered important. The major compromises included: 

O 	 Enhanced direct flight reference control response 

at the expense of displaying true safety margin as 

the flight reference.
 

o 	 Diminished y - e cross coupling at the expense of 
-tilizing 	 the maximum allowable low speed flight 

envelope. 

o 	Availability of exact safety margin status at the 

expense of the increased display complexity of an 

auxiliary safety refefencef~i 

1. System Description
 

The system thus established is described in Table IV-3. It was composed 

of a flight reference and safety reference combination. Both functions 

were based on dynamic safety margin. The safety reference was equivalent 

to dynamic safety margin exactly; the flight reference contained an addi

tional function of pitch attitude to enhance manual and automatic 

controllability. 

The system design was based on the following principles. First,
 

dynamic safety margin should be a predominant component of the flight 

reference. To the extent that DSM fails to provide adequate controllability, 

equalization should be added in a way that retains as much of the safety 

margin status information as possible. Finally, when the flight reference 

does depart from DSM, it should be backed up by an explicit safety 

reference which can be easily monitored. 
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TABLE IV-3 

REFINED SAFETY MARGIN SYSTEM 

FLIGHT PEREtE (AUTOMATIC AND MANUAL):
 

FR = FR[DSM.+k 8 OJ
 

= min (FR1 , F
 2 ) 

+DS:,FR1 
0.5 s+1 

0.5 S+I
 

v - Vmn 
where DSM = 100% x 

-sin -20kt
V 

g(e) = -io x (e+ 5.85 deg) 
deg 

SAFETY REFERENCE: 

SR = mnh (f8M,, nSM2) 

DISP Y FORMAT: 

150%-


Safety - / FR error symbol (tracked manually or 

eale <>" automatically to mantain 100%) 

ioo% 3 
SR manus 50% (monitored) 

-
50%-- \Floor (if at 50% on the scale, FR = SR) 

REPRODUCIBITpy OF THE 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR 
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One of the key factors in determining the flight reference form used,
 

D + eM(e - ) (which we shall refer to as FR[DSM+ke]l, was that 

essential DSM dynamics could be observed simply by the pilot's holding 

his pitch attitude - itself the primary flight reference control. On 

the other hand, if the pilot were closing a loop on flight reference, the 

k0e term would tend to dominate the response and provide something that 

approaches a simple proportional control (i.e., -R_ K). This latter 

feature would also lessen the disparity between the two critical safety
 

margin conditions.
 

It was established earlier in the experimental program that in the high
 

thrust region, FR[DSM+k e ] would alleviate y - 8 cross coupling if the k 

could be set sufficiently high without encountering excessive sensitivity. 

This, in fact, was the determining factor in the value of ka picked for the 

refined system, -10%/deg. 

The other parameter, 00, was chosen specifically to guarantee that 

FR = 100%would always be greater than or equal to DSM = 100%. Thus' 00 
corresponded to the pitch attitude at the intersection of the 100% DSM 

trajectory and the minimum required flight path angle (steepest trim approach 

flight path minus 4 deg for the flight path control power). In this case 0o 

equaled -5.83 deg at DSM = 100% and 7 = -11.5 deg (trim Y is -7.5) as shown 

in Fig. IV-5. 

Other features of the refined system which resulted from the chosen 

values of ke and 8 ificluded: 

* 	A controlled element transfer function that was
 

nearly the same in both the speed-margin-critical
 

and vertical-gust-margin-critical regions.
 

* 	 A loss of available low speed flight envelope equal 

to 	about 25% DSM or 5 kt
 

o 	Approximately one-half the DSM regulation effectiveness
 

compared to tracking DSM directly.
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2. System Analysis
 

Prior to discussing simulator results for the refined system we shall
 

describe some of its features which are made visible by linear system
 

analysis. 

The controllability of the flight reference ,isindicated by the 

numerator NRwhich can be approximated for the two critical safety--, 

maxgi ,. conditions by-the following-expressions: 

For speed margin critical:
 

o - u - w s + o w u w W U k8
ke s +[r9X- -tZjS+r'gZ + XZ -Xn} 

For vertical gust margin critical (assuming that k- is the dominant
 

DSM partial derivative): 
I- cw
 
+ e u wzNFR •<o/ V 2 - w - s + 

uX 
Vtl-a kIFRk0 k I+ k*V
1 + k1
 

With nominal stability derivative values substituted into these expressions,
 

e -10[0.87;0.391%/deg
0R 


and- -16[.70;0.27]%/deg, respectively.
 

Aside from the numerical similarity it was also significant that both of
 

the numerators contained a complex pair of jro ithaigh-da-pgi
 

ratio. Thus, unlike an angle-of-attack-like system, the flight reference
 

could be aggressively tracked without an oscillatory tendency.
 

The refined system had the potential for partiilly maintaining dynamic 

safety margin through regulation of flight reference. The -measure of 

elosed loop,effectiveness ,('explained,in,Appendix 0) is the following: 
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VFR DSM11e
 

ug
 

Referring to Table 111-2. we can see that 

S NDSM for FR =DSM + k ee 

also 17JR IDPM + kt 

NjFR nLSM kt A 
thus, S E) = 

For both critical margin conditions'the -+I-ke flight reference appeared 

to be equally effective - about 50% of the effectiveness of a pure DSM 

flight reference as shown in Fig. IV-6. 

3. Simulator Results 

The results from the simulator evaluation of the refined safety margin 

system configuration generally corresponded to the features described
 

analytically above. 

The controllability was, in fact, judged by the evaluation pilot to
 

be much easier than for the basic DSM flight reference. The pilot clearly 

perceived the nearly one-to-one correspondence between pitch attitude and 

flight reference and took advantage of it by closing a significantly
 

tighter loop than with FR[DSM]. The crossover frequencies inferred from 

measurements of pilot gain were approximately 0.15 rad/sec for FR[DSM] 

and approximately 0.75 rad/sec for FR[DSM+ke]. In other words, the flight 

reference was not regulated in the usual low frequency outer loop sense. 

Instead, the flight reference was treated more like,a flight director
 

command and tracked nearly as tightly as pitch attitude itself. The pri

mary evaluation pilot characterized the ease of flying the Augmentor
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Wing aircraft using FR[DSM+kee] as being comparable to flying a QTOL 

airplane in the approach using raw data (glide slope and indicated 

airspeed).
 

The safety reference was considered to be an important part of the 

safety margin system. The evaluation pilot commented that he could use 

the SR indication to reduce the amount of pitch attitude commanded by 

cross-checking SR against FR. If the safety reference indicated that 

safety margins were within bounds, then the pilot might choose to ignore 

a given flight reference error and simply hold his attitude. The level of
 

disparity between FR and SR, therefore, was not excessive. 

The precision of regulating DSM via the FR[DSM+k 6] was not adequately 

determined in the presence of wind shear. With the FR loop closed, some 

reduction in DSM excursions was discernible; but the high frequency compo

nents of disturbances (which could not be well regulated) interfered with 

obtaining statistically significant measurements. Such measurements would 

require larger samples of wind shear encounters and pilot subjects than 

were possible in this program. 

Therefore, it was necessary to infer potential effects on DSM precision
 

by combining some results of the analysis with measured pilot loop gains. 

Figure IV-7 shows the comparative effectiveness of FR[DSM+k ] in minimizing 

DSM excursion in horizontal wind shears. Combine Fig. IV-7 with the fact 

that crossover frequencies inferred from measured pilot loop gains were
 

approximately 0.15 rad/sec using FR[DSM] and 0.75 rad/sec using FR[DSM+k e]; 
therefore, a reasonable benefit of FR[DSM+ke] could be directly measured 

in terms of precision, given an adequate sample. 

4. Departure From a Fixed Configuration System 

Brief consideration was given to how easily the results of the fixed
 

configuration experiment conducted here could be extended to a wider range 

of operating conditions. Utilization of the nozzle control was especially
 

of interest.
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The impact of varying configuration was inferred by considering the 

various parameters involved:
 

* Vminm 

* Ma.R (NH) 

* ke 

0 

For variations in nozzle deflection about the 70 deg trimmed angle used
 
here, none of the above parameters appeared sensitive. Vminm and % x (NH) 

were assumed invariant because of the relatively indirect effect of nozzle 

on aerodynamic stall. ka was set on the basis of controllability and 

therefore not related to nozzle. Finally, 8° was determined from trimming 

at y = -11.5 deg and DSM = 100% for + 20 deg nozzle deflection and found to 

vary only + 0.3 deg. On the other band, variation of flap deflection 

could be expected to have a direct impact on Vminm and mmax and thus require 

scheduling of parameters. Gross weight, likely, would affect only Vminm" 
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SECTION V 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMENDATIOM 

A. SUMMAY OF SYSTEM OBJECTIVES AND DESIGN CONSTRAINTS 

The purpose of a powered-lift airplane safety margin system is to 

enable maximum use of the allowable low speed flight envelope with reason

able ease of control. Factors which contribute to the effectiveness include 

precision in maintaining safety margins under adverse conditions and the 

quality of safety margin status information. Consideration must also be 

given to compatibility between manual and automatic operation and the cost 

and ease of implementation. 

In this study we found that it was necessary to strike a compromise
 

among all of the design objectives and considerations mentioned above, but
 

that acceptable compromises were, in fact, possible.
 

The degree of acceptability depended upon observing a number of 

important constraints: 

* 	 The normal guides of controllability apply to the 

flight reference - pitch attitude relationship which 

includes (i) direct response resembling a pure gain
 

or rate command, (ii) minirmn of adverse cross coupling
 

with other controls, and (iii) absence of a PIO tendency
 

if aggressively tracked.
 

* 	Effective elimination of adverse cross coupling between
 

pitch attitude and flight path angle (a nose-down
 

correction required for upward flight path change) 

proved to be the most troublesome constraint and
 

required a reduction in the allowable low speed
 

flight envelope.
 

* The flight reference itself cannot differ substantially
 

from the dynamic safety margin in its sensitivity to
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gusts without confusing the pilot. Also, the use of a 

safety reference is not acceptable unless there is a
 

reasonable correspondence between the flight reference
 

and the safety reference.
 

* 	 The value of a safety margin system is questionable 

unless appropriate variables are sensed. If an airspeed 

margin criterion is involved, then relative airspeed
 

must be supplied as an input; correspondingly, if an 

angle of attack or vertical gust margin is involved, 

then an angle of attack sensor must be employed. 

Inertial velocity inputs alone are inadequate in both 

cases.
 

B. DEFZNITION OF P CO NDED SAFETY MARGIN SYSTEM 

The safety margin system ultimately developed in this study and found 

to 	be effective in meeting all objectives consisted of a combination display
 

of 	flight reference (for tracking) and safety reference (for monitoring). 

The flight reference was composed of a linear combination of dynamic 

safety margin and pitch attitude with mild low pass filtering. 

SM + ke (e - 0) 

(Tfs + 1) 

where k = -10%/deg 

e0 = -5.83 deg
 

and Tf = 0.5 sec
 

The parameter k was used to enhance controllability at the expense of
 

losing allowable low speed flight envelope. The absolute usable range of 

k was found to be -15%/deg to zero. The parameter ° was set for a given 

k and minimum required flight path angle. Specifically, e° was equal to 
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the trim pitch attitude at the minimum flight path angle. (In this case 

eo =-5.83 deg for 7 = -11.5 deg.) 

The safety reference was set exactly equal to dynamic safety margin:
 

SR = ISM 

A sliding floor display was used inf order to displace the SR symbol from 

the FR symbol. (The value of SR corresponded directly to the distance 

between the FR and SR symbols.) 

Two colored lights adjacent to the FR-SR display were used to indicate 

the instantaneous critical safety margin - airspeed or angle of attack. 

This was auxiliary information, but judged useful by the pilot for modifying 

throttle-to-pitch-attitude crossfeed strategy.
 

The autopilot loop structure was made to correspond to the manual 

control strategy (FR ndandGS 

C. SYSTEM BENEFITS 

A number of significant benefits were confirmed both for the general
 

concept of a safety margin system and for the specific design ultimately
 

developed.
 

* The safety margin system flight reference represents

a rational approach to combining multiple margin 

criteria in a single, normalized indication - this 

is useful in both manual and automatic operation. 

o The safety reference, implemented as a sliding "floor,' 

provides a useful means of monitoring actual safety' 

margin status while tracking a flight reference 

also useful in both manual and automatic operation. 

o The flight reference ultimately developed (FR = DSM 

+ ka (e - 0o)) offers the advantage that the pilot 

is always assured of taking correct action when
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tracking FR with c, thus he is less inclined to do 

the wrong thing. Response is rapid, well behaved, 

and similar in both high thrust and low thrust 

conditions.
 

* 	 A minimal number of parameters are involved in the 

above flight reference, only ke and aside from the
° 


definition of DSM itself. Each can be rationally
 

chosen to trade off maximizing the usable low speed 

flight envelope against ease of control.
 

o 	 The scheme employed in the NASA Augmentor Wing 

airplane at a fixed configuration and loading appears 

to be directly usable for other nozzle deflections, 

and usable with minor adjustments at other gross 

weights and flap deflections. Further, the same 

scheme should be applicable to other powered-lift 

aircraft for which a backside piloting technique
 

is used.
 

* 	 If the safety margin excursions can be shown to be 

improved significantly through use of a safety margin 

system, it may permit the use of reduced safety margin 

criteria. This potential benefit was not adequately 

demonstrated in this study, however. 

D. nlmGmITioN OSDflATONS 

The essential parts of the system described under Heading B were 

implemented in the existing Augmentor Wing STOLAND system with minor impact. 

o 	 Digital computer core storage and cycle time require

ments were insignifiiant - less than 0.6% capacity 

was utilized and simple arithmetic functions employed 

(+,X, +). 

o 	 For the EADI display it was necessary to borrow an 

existing line for the SR symbol (in this case the 

runway perspective was used).
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* 	 Angle of attack with respect to air mass is currently 

not an input to STOLAND and would be required in an 

actual implementation.
 

" 	An effective system could be configured with a simpler 

form than that used here with small compromises in 

the usable flight envelope. 

E.-	 RECOMENDATIONS FOR FURTER 'STUDY 

Continued study of the safety margin system concept leading to a flight 

test evaluation is recomnended. Based on the results of this feasibility
 

study, a safety margin system offers important benefits in the operation of 

powered-lift vehicles with minimal added complexity in hardware and software 

implementation. 

The specific tasks which should be carried out in any future work are: 

1. 	 Conduct simulator tests to obtain statistically signifi

cant measures of safety margin precision for FR[DSM] and 

FR[DSM+k e] compared to constant pitch attitude as a 

baseline. Utilize several pilot subjects to cover likely
 

ranges of piloting technique, precision, and workload 

capacity. 

2. 	 Conduct an additional simulator study to explore the 

benefits of further optimization and refinement of 

FR[DS4+ke] with respect to flight envelope loss 

versus ease of control, safety margin status, and 

precision of maintaining safety margins. Again, 

consider several pilot subjects. 

3. 	 Implement the further refined safety margin system 

obtained from (2) in suitable autopilot and flight 

director systems and investigate their properties,
 

performance, and potential benefits. In particular,
 

determine whether a longitudinal flight director
 

based on FR[DSM+kee] offers any advantage over
 

direct regulation of an explicit display of FR[DSM+k ]l0. 
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4. 	 Expand the further refined safety margin system concept 

from (2) and (3) to cover a useful range of airplane 

configurations, loadings, and atmospheric conditions. 

Verify operation by simulation.
 

5. 	 Design a series of experiments to demonstrate the 

capabilities of the final safety margin system 

configuration in flight using the iASA Augmentor 

Wing airplane. Explore possible benefits during 

visual approaches as well as instrument approaches.
 

Fully exploit naturally-occurring adverse atmospheric 

disturbances, and, if possible, introduce artificial
 

disturbances using the STOLAND computer in conjunc

tion with x- and z-force generators.
 

6. 	 Utilizing the developments of this program, consider 

safety margin system applications to conventional
 

and VTOL aircraft as well as to STOL aircraft operating
 

in other flight regimes employing other powered-lift
 

concepts, or involving other piloting techniques.
 

It is believed that use of an effective safety margin system can con

tribute significantly to the overall safety and ease of operation of complex 

aircraft. The work reported here illustrates this and, further, serves as 

a point of departure for either the implementation of a flight test system 

package or the generalization to other powered-lift aircraft situations. 
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APPENDIX A 

AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
 
NASA AUGMENTOR WING AIRPLANE
 

The characteristics of the airplane involved in this study are sum
marized here. The numerical values were derived directly from the STOIAND
 
Augmentor Wing simulator model used in the experimental phase.
 

A fixed configuration and loading were assumed, specifically:
 

Weight 40,O00 lb
 

cg- FS 341 .2
 

Flap Deflection 65 deg
 

Nozzle Deflection 70 deg
 

Atmosphere sea level, standard day 

Maximum engine rpm 98.5% 

Pitch, roll, and yaw SAS on 

The essential longitudinal aerodynamic stability derivatives relevant
 
to the study are listed in Table A-i. In cases where approximate factors
 
were used to compute aircraft and flight reference dynamics, the following
 

set of representative stability derivatives mere assumed:
 

Xu = --07 (1/see)
 

xw = 0I1O (1/see) 

Zu = -. 30 (1/sec) 

zw =-.50 (I/sec)
 

X5= 0 

Z =-2 (ft/sec2/%)
 

V = 120 ft/sec 

FPLICEDING PAGE, BLANK NOT F[LED 
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TABLE A-I 

0 
\. BASIC FLIGHT CONDITION PARAMETERS - NASA AUGMENTOR WING AIRPLANE 

(40,000 lb, Sea Level Standard Day, Flaps 65 deg, Nozzles 70 deg) 

o 

-

DSM 
Th* (%) 

y (deg) 

V (kt) 

NH (%) 
e (deg) 

(deg) 

max (deg) 

X (1/sec) 
Xw (I/sec) 

110(A)t 
58.1 

0 

64 

101 .0 

-1.64 

-1.64 

(26.84) 

-.056 
.083 

58.9 

-2.5 

96.83 

-1- .72 

.78 

(25.44) 

-.059 
.103 

56.1 

-5.0 

1 

94.29 

-1 .44 

3.56 

(24.52) 

-.o64 
.096 

1O0(B,) t 

58.o 

-7.5 

68.3 

91.69 

-1 .63 

5.87 

22.88 

-.068 
.115 

-

85.5 

-10 

79 

88.43 

-4.30 

5.70 

20.48 

-.087 
.112 

1o(B) 

-11.5 

84.5 

86.37 
-5.83 

5;67 

19.3 

-.091 
.112 

125 

1OO(Ajit 

-2.5 

69.0 

96.06 

-3.39 

-.89 -

(24.40) 

-.o64 
.091 

126 

- P 

- 5 

69.1 

93.79 

-3.13 

1.87 

(23.56) 

-. 069 
.096 

118.6 

100(B) 

-7.5 

74.2 

91 .38 

-4.0 

3.50 

22.05 

-.074 
.120 

Zu 

zt 

X6 

Za 

(1/sec) 

(1/sec) 

** (ft/sec2-deg) i 

(ft/sec 2-deg) 

-.250 

-.574 

.0683 

-.308 

-.283 

-.561 

.0959 

-.602 

-.317 

-.503 

.0727 

--939 

-.315 

-.526 

-.0103 

-1.381 

-.294 

-.560 

-. ol14 

-1.059 

-.317 

-.570 

.oo86 

-1.055 

-.244 

-.572 

.1268 

-.739 

-.255 

-.531 

.1o67 

-1.109 

-.302 

-.555 

.o446 

-1.367 

*FR = DSM - 10 (e,+ 5.83 deg) 

= .722%/deg 

tt (A) implies critical airspeed margin, (B) critical vertical gust margin 



APPENDIX B 

SUMD Y OF MULTJLOO 1 SYSTEM RELATIONSHIPS 

The following is a summary of multiloop system relationships that 

were useful in the closed loop pilot-vehicle analysis performed in this 

study. For a more complete treatment the-reader should consVitChapter 3-5 

of Ref. Bi.
 

Consider the following example of a set of linearized equations of 

motion involving four states and three controls (or disturbances): 

a 11 (s) a 1 2 (s) a1 3 (s) a1 4 (s) x 1 (s) 

a21(s) a22(s) a23(s) a24 (s) x2 (s) 

a31(s) a32(s) a33(s) a35(s) x3(s) 

a"W(s) a42(s) a43(s) a44(s) x4(s) 

b11(s) b 2(s) b13(e) 81(s)
 

b21(s) b22(s) b23(s) 5;(s)
 

b31(s) b32 (s) b33 (s) 83(s) 

b41 (s) b42 (s) b45 (s) 

Note that each element in the above matrices can be a polynomial of s.
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The characteristic determinant is given by:
 

a11 a12 a13 al 4 

a21 a23
A(S) det a22 a24
 

a31 a32 
a3, a34 

a41 a42 a43 a44 

Examples of numerators and coupling numerators are:
 

b11 a12 
a13 a14 

b21 a a23 a24 
N8 1(s) = det (Type 0 numerator) 

b31 a32 a33 a34
 

41 a42 a43 a44 

b11 a12 
a13 b13
 
Xlx
 4 b2 1  a2 2 a2 3  b23
 N184(s)= det (Type 1 numerator)


b31 '32 
a33 b33 

b 4 1 a42 a43  b 4 3 

12
1 b13 '1 b21 

i = det b22 b2 21 (Type 2 numerator)

b32 
b33 a33 b31 

b42 b43 43 b41
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The largest type coupling numerator is limited by the number of inde

pendent variables such as controls and gust disturbances - e.g., Type 1 

is the maximum for one control and one disturbance or two controls, Type 2 

is the maximum for two controls and one disturbance or three controls, 

etc.
 

Also, by way of example, useful numerator identities include: 

xlx 2 x2x1 x1x 2 
N615 2 = N828 1 = -N51
 

x1 x1 x I x 2 
N516 2 = N61 = 081  


det
 
x x2
 

x xN51 N5 2 
N3X I N: 2 ,l ,x2)

1 2 dtN8 NsJ 1 (x 1 2 x 2 
1F2 A A N52 - N52 N81 

x1 x x IN 1 N82  N53 x1 x2 3N8 1 NN28 3 

,,_det N6 N8 N83 x+ xNx 

1N 8 2 N3 3 2 
A 2N5182 3 A 

A more general description of the expansion of higher type coupling 

numerators is given in Ref. B2.
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In order to appreciate the application of some of the foregoing
 

numerators and coupling numerators, consider the following block diagram:
 

F)1 >-

-xl 
x I 

+X3 2 

The following are examples of transfer functions involving multiloop 

feedbacks for this block diagram. 

The exact x I / 51 transfer function is: 

1 + x x xi 
N8 1 Y2N8 28 1 

2 
+ 

x 1+ + 8381 +31 253F3 
52 x28 x3 x2X3A + Y + Y3 + Y XX 

x a Y3 ? 3 23232N82  


The x 1 / 1 transfer function with x 2 and x 3 constrained by 2 and 5Y 

respectively, is:
 

in82511 1095-

x =2 Y3 ' o3 " 3N 2 5 3 
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APPENDIX 0 

DETAILED ANALYSIS OF FLIGHT REFERENCES BASED ON 
STATIC SAFETY MGIN 

In the following pages of this appendix various static safety margin 
combinations are analyzed in detail. The analysis results are the basis 
of the summary table in Section III.B.2. 

Each static safety margin is a combination of the following measurable 
state variables or control variables. Note that some variables can be 

represented in several forms:
 

ua Airspeed
a 

wa Body fixed vertical velocity or angle 
of attack relative to the air mass

4 Inertial vertical velocity relative to 
flight path, flight path angle, or 
altitude rate 

e Pitch attitude 

5 Thrust, throttle deflection, or engine rpm.
 

The analysis is based on the general methods outlined in Section III. 

The simplified longitudinal equations of motion shown in Table 111-2 are 

used exclusively. 

1. 	 SSM (airspeed and angle of attack) 

Under all conditions the SSM2 is nearly equivalent to the DSMU, W 

as demonstrated by the linearized flight reference gains kU and k
W in 

Table 111-4. 
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2. SSM e (airspeed and pitch attitude) 

The SSM was considered to be the most promising flight reference 

substitute for dynamic safety margin, although the simulator evaluation 

ultimately revealed serious shortcomings. 

For speed margin critical, SSM 8 was exactly equivalent to DSM. But 

for vertical gust msrgin critical, SSMU5 differed significantly from DSM 
and showed the promise of enhanced controllability over DSM. The following 

discussion is therefore limited to the condition of vertical gust margin
 

critical.
 

Recall from Section III.B.1 that for the vertical gust margin critical,
 

tracking DSM would produce a flight path overshoot condition. It was
 

found that tracking the SSM 8 would greatly improve the overshoot tendency 

as shown in Fig. C-i. 

The reason for the improvement in closed loop flight path overshoot was
 

traced to the closed loop denominator as characterized by
 

A' = A + YF 
FR 0 

Te numerator, was the key factor. For FR = DSM we showed that the 

numerator contained low damping ratio second order zeros typical of angle
 

of attack. i.e., for FR = DSM: 

V k- [ s2~x s& 
e w u V u 

Usingthe ku and k relationships previously derived for the SSM 6:
 

V k-[s - Z s-

T 1 
aw 
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0 
xD 

'_ (deg/%) 
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/ 

/ 

FR = DSM 

Note: e Vertical gust margin critical 

* FR regulated with 
0.1 rad/sec crossover frequency 

* Step 14 
H applied 

FR Nu 

0 , 
0 1 20 

Time (sec) 

30 40 

Fi£gre C-it.' Reduction in Flight Path Overshoot Using u-e Static Safety Margin 



Thus> there is no oscillatory tendency in the FR - e loop with FR = SSM 
This fact was of potential interest in the event that flight path overshoot 

using DSM was found to be a problem in the experimental investigation.
 

As for safety margin performance, the vertical-gust-margin-critical 

SSMU 0 was found to be effective although less so than using DSM. For an 

input of a unit horizontal wind shear, A the following peak excursions 

were computed assuming FR -3.-0 c at 0.15 rad/sec and. -e-- at 

0.5 rad/sec:
 

FZIQTT REFERENCE PEAK DSM EXCURION 

DSM -6%/kt/sec
 

ss I -20%/k/sec 

Constant a -30%/kt/sec 

The main shortcoming of using SSM was its incorrect sensitivity to 
u,.e 

gusts when the vertical gust margin was critical. This was apparent from 

the flight reference gains themselves (Table III-4b).
 

;FLIGHT.... 4 REjERECt - Uk u g SENSITIVITY wg SENSITIVITY 

DSM 0.7%/k4./kt
 

s .,e -3.3%/o
SSM O-3.Xlt 10 

For a horizontal gust a reverse margin indication would be produced initially 

and for a vertical gust there would be no initial indication. This is shown 

more completely by Fig. C-2. This was ultimately found to be the most un

favorable characteristic of this static safety margin formulation in the
 

simulation experiments. 

3. SSM . (airspeed and flight path angle) 

This static safety margin formulation was found to be unacceptable
 

purely on the basis that regulation using pitch attitude would destabilize
 

the pilot-vehicle system. This was indicated by the presence of a positive
 
.ealzero in the flight reference numerator, 8real 
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Step ug (1 kt tailwind increase) 

APR %) 

2 

2 4 -

Time 

6 

(see) 

8 10 

2 

,nR ()/ 

- -

SSMu,8 

N DSM (true safety margin) 

-2 

-4 

0 

/ 

/ 

/ 
/ 

-A 

// 

DSM (true safety margin) 

Step w (1 kt updraft increase) 

-2gore t-2. Behavor of SSM. to Gusts -with Pilot Eoiing .Fttck Attiude, 

Where the Vertical Gust Margin is Critical 
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Unfortunately, the positive real zero was shown to be a feature always 

present in SSM -. Using the method demonstrated earlier, we estimated the 

k and ka for SSM and found: 
U dn-d 

k* X V 
w Uk 

kkwgg
 
and k : 

Inserting these into the general form of eR 

e wXg + Z ) 

Hence, the zero would always be positive real for realistic values of ZU
 

X, and Z. 

4. SSM 8 (airspeed and thrust)
 

The static safety margin based on airspeed and thrust had two main 

problems when vertical gust margin was critical. First, there was no. 

direct indication of the vertical gust component since angle of attack was 

not sensed directly; and second, there was a strong influence of thrust 

(large k 8 ) which resulted in significant cross-coupling with flight path 

control. 

The linearized flight reference gains were computed as functions of
 

linearized dynamic safety margin coefficients:
 

- Zk - k* - U k* 
u u Z w w 

and k I kr -Z8

Z w w 
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As in cases considered previously the k4 terms dominated when the speed 
U 

margin was critical, and the k* dominated when vertical gust margin was
 
w 

critical. The k- term had only a second-order effect. Nevertheless, the
 
6
 

throttle sensitivity for this static safety margin, k., was relatively 

large (approximately +15%/% HAN). 

The substantial k6 produced a washout of flight path response similar 

to that of the dynamic safety margin. In effect, when thrust was applied, 

a considerable increase in flight reference occurred. This, in turn, led 

to a pitch down and a subsequent reversal of flight path. The effect is 

demonstrated in Fig. C-3. 

A second view of the throttle-to-flight-reference cross coupling 

characteristics was obtained by comparing FR/8 with DSM/5, i.e., the actual 

FR response to throttle compared to the actual safety margin response to 

throttle. In general,
 

FR kX + ( )(s
 
ks-z) -x5 + u -xz
+s-x 

DS M +SMS zk 

If, for the vertical gust margin critical case, we neglect k- and k;,
U 

we can then show that
 

6 s 
-z+NDSM 

Therefore, the flight reference would be overly sensitive to throttle inputs 

in the short term, i.e., t -< - - 2 sec.ZW
 

This static safety margin combination appeared to offer no clear advan

tage over dynamic safety margin. It lacked direct w response and involvedg 

potentially troublesome cross coupling. It did, however, involve one less
 

sensor.
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Figure -3. Ineffectiveness of SSM in Eliminating Flight Path Overshoot 



5- SSM (angle of attack and pitch attitude) 

In this and the following static safety margins involving angle of 

attack (w), the main area of interest was in the region where airspeed
 

margin was critical. Otherwise, any SSM involving w was essentially 

equivalent to dynamic safety margin. 

For the SSM in the speed margin critical range, the flight reference
 

gains (as calculated in Section III.B.2) are: 

X 
k A. -_ W k+
 

w X u 

and k A g 

When these gains were substituted into the expression for it wasa 
apparent that the flight reference responded nearly in proportion to pitch
 

attitude in the frequency range below 0.5 rad/sec:
 

F U- -(XO -g)(s-X s+ w 

35(o.07)(O.8) (%/deg) 

Thus, direct controllability was judged not to be a problem. 

The adverse y - 0 cross coupling still remained a factor in this flight 

reference implementation just as it had with dnaamic safety margin and
 

static safety margins containing airspeed. That is, it was still necessary 

to depress pitch attitude when making an upward flight path correction. 

This feature was present in all static safety margin implementations where 

holding constant speed (or speed margin) was the objective.
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The most serious problem with SSM (and all the remaining SSMs, in 
w, efact) was that there was an incorrect indication of horizontal gusts. 

Recall from Table 111-2 that for the DSM: 

FR 	 . (S w) -5 (a) 
1 s+ 	 (0-+-)((O+) 

In this case, i.e., SSM
w,06 

X 
- Z k* 

F x uu 	 +2:4 

(s , 1)(s-ug + 	 (0.i15)(0 4) 

For cases in which airspeed was not directly involved in the flight
 

reference, it was necessary to examine closely the potential for regulating
 

airspeed, thus DSM, via the flight reference. The general procedure was
 

to use the closed loop response of DSM to u . This indicated the effective
g 

ness in reducing DSM excursions by regulation of an indirect flight reference. 

Starting with the general expression for dynamic safety margin response to 

horizontal gusts with flight reference regulated:
 

I 	 +SMy R DSM 
+DSM ug YFR g 

, FIjDSM 
g + eM)YFRO 


A~ 	 A
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jSM yP 

The term - is the open loop gust response and A is the open loopAApilot-vehicle response to flight reference. Note that if the remaining 

expression
 

IFRNOg
 

Ug 9
 
JIpSM N?
 
fig 9
 

is unity there is no modification of the open loop D-M response - pitch
 

attitude might just as well be held constant. If the expression is zero, 

then the DSM response is reduced as if DSM were regulated directly.

Ug
 

Consider the results for FR = SSMw . For the case where speed margin 

is critical, k- = == 0 for DSM; and k . XJX kI; k5 g/X k- for w F8w wU" 
" SSM ." Hence, from Table III-2. 

XkW Hk* Zs 

fig w U. X u UU 

NDSM = k' S s Z) 

= k ZVs 2 X s- Z 

+,k8 ' - xj)(s - zw) - xw ZU] 

X u -X ] 
- - U% -U V U 

+ - at*[s - x)S -Zw)-x 

U 

(X. -g)k w 

ND' k(X -g) +f -
TR =0M-1M1 (g 
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and,
 

S2 x zu6 jSM ( z s+ z 
s -( + s+xz 

Ug u 

Figure C-4 shows a plot of the asymptotes of the absolute value of this 

function for typical values of the stability derivatives involved. As 

indicated, the 'function is not ,as small as desired; rather it is approximately 

unity. Hence, the SSM was expected to be relatively ineffective in 

maintaining dynamic saf'ety margin. The results are further confirmed by 

the closed loop DSM/g frequency response plot in Fig. C-5. This shows that 

FR = SSMw 8 is even less effective than holding attitude regardless of how 

tight the FR - -e C loop. 

6. SSM - (angle of attack and flight path angle) 

A flight reference based on SSM - was shown to be equivalent to the 

SSM5 in all major respects. Controllability, safety margin status infor

mation, and dynamic safety margin maintainability were all found identical 

to SMWO by virtue of generic transfer function relationships. 

Just as for SSM . the region of interest for SSM was when speed
VPIIOw,d 

margin was critical. For this condition: 

k = (xg k* 

w VX u 

and k4 g-vx 
u
 

Substituting these values into the equations of Table 111-2 gives:
 

(x-)(S-x)(s + g) 

e xg
 

Sad =_g 

15
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(aeynptote) 
1 

0.7 
Open loop (6 held constant) 

0.5 

0.3 

0.2 

,~FR jSM 
N~OTE: 1- must be small compared to unity 

Ug E) 

0.1 
for effective regulation of DSM 

via FR -*e 

0.05 I 

0.01 0.1 

wn (rad/sec) 

Yi e C-4. Ineffectiveness of SSMW~ in regulating flSM 



0 

DSMI(%/ft/sec) 

.Ell, 

10 
1OO--- JFR 

FR 

= 

loc 

FR = 

w (rad/sec) 
[3I 

/SMw = 0.15 

"SOM/ 

DSM, mc = 0.15 rad/sec 

I 

1

Figb'e C-5. Frequency Response of DSM with FR = SSM 

wg 

Compared to FR DSM 



Since these relationships were identical to those of SSM the same 
conclusions were drawn. Notably: 

a' Controllability was considered good because of the 

pure gain responsd of FR/e : 

o 	 Margin status information was distorted without a
 

direct airspeed input as indicated by FR/U
 

o 	 Dynamic safety margin was not regulated via anDSM 
closed loop -SFR -D*-G loop as shown by the 

Ug
response. 

7'. 	 SSM (angle of attack and thrust) 

The static safety margin based on angle of attack and thrust was found 

to provide a reasonably direct indication of dynamic safety margin even 

when airspeed margin was critical. Further, it had the potential for 

effectively regulating dynamic safety margin. There was, ho-wever, a 

controllability problem when transitioning from the vertical-margin

critical regio to the speed-margin-critical region. Also, adverse throttle

to-flight-reference cross coupling was evident. 

The static safety margin partial derivatives derived for SSM were:
 

High Thrust Z 	 Z-
(speed margin critical) -	 - Z 'a 

u 	 U 

Low Thrust 	 Z Z 
(vertical gust k- - k* k - 6 

margin critical) w Zu 6 Zu 

Based on these derivatives,'teF/nvear was compute 2or bth h, 

and 	low thrust conditions: 

High thrust: - V k 2s- X s - Z 

Low thrust: kV 2] xs EZ
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Since k- k* for the two conditions there would be a net gain change ofaI W
 
approximately z/Zu .7. The potential danger in this gain change coupled
 

with the low damping ratio of the complex pair of zeros would be the
 

tendency to over-control or to produce a pilot-induced oscillation follow

ing a switch from the low thrust condition to the high thrust condition.
 

The other undesirable feature of SSM was a large magnitude adverse 

cross coupling between throttle and flight reference. This was directly 

evident from the speed margin critical partial derivative,
 

k - 8 k* -2/% HZHU 

According to this, a 1% increase in engine rpm would indicate an instantane

ous safety margin loss of 20% - a contradiction since thrust normally 

increases margins.
 

A flight reference based on w and 8 was used during the powered-lift 

simulator experiment reported in Ref. C1. The flight reference partial
 

derivatives in terms used here were:
 

kw= -. %k 

I-

These were approximately equivalent to the SSM for vertical gust marginw, 8) 
critical.
 

The w, flight reference from Ref. C1 was considered usable with the
 

essential features of angle of attack clearly visible. The piloting tech

nique involved making an initial pitch change, waiting, then making 

additional attitude corrections as speed and angle of attack slowly changed. 

The direct effect of thrust on FR was noted but was not objectionable since
 

it was in the correct sense (k8 > 0). 
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8. SSM (pitch attitude and flight path angle) 

This static safety margin combination was shown similar to dynamic safety 

margin in terms of controllability but failed to provide adequate safety
 

margin status and margin regulation.
 

The SSMa partial derivatives were derived for both critical safety
 

margins: 

High Thrust xw' 

Condition X u X u 
ii u 

Low Thrust V k* -k* 
w wCondition 


The lack of status information in both high thrust and low thrust 

conditions was apparent by the absence of a k and a k . The inability of 
u w 

regulating DSM via an FR ---ec loop was shown by the high-thrust-condition, 

near-unity value of
 

ug DSM S -(X + z s + -xz 
1-Ug e \u W) u wu 

Note that this expression was identical to those of SSM and SSM and 

therefore unsatisfactory for the saen reasons.
 

9. SSMe0' (pitch attitude and thrust) 

This static safety margin implementation represented the extreme in
 

terms of control ease and lack of safety margin information or direct 

margin regulation. The reason for this was that SSM, was a function of
 

only control variables - state variables were totally absent. 
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The ease of control can be shown in a general manner by considering the
 

FR/e transfer function. First, -the partial derivatives were determined:
 

k XZ -XZ w 
11W Wt (zk* UkW) 

and k k+ W_--__ k
S 8 X Z - X Z u X Z - X Z w 

uw Wiu 11W Wit 

Substituting these into the expressions in Table 111-2
 

g (Zk* Z k-) 
a pure gain.
- - = Z 

The lack of flight reference response to gusts is evident from the 

-&bsence of k6 and k8 in the gust numerators, Fg and _ (in Table 111-2).
 

A version of a 0,6 flight reference was also evaluated experimentally 

and described in Ref. C1. The partial derivatives were similar to the low 

thrust SSM,5 -considered here, i.e., 

k8 = -5.4%/deg 

kI = +3.8%/% 

The ease of-cntrolling this implementation was readily apparent, but
 

it was realized that any indication of gust or wind shear hazard was
 

completely lacking.
 

10. SSM. _6(flight path angle and thrust)
 

A static safety margin based on flight path angle and thrust is
 

unsuitable for any aircraft operating near = 0. Thus it is unsuitable
 

for most aircraft during landing approach.
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As mentioned earlier, the k- and k partial derivatives were excessively 
sensitive. The source of the problem could be demonstrated by deriving the 

implicit general expression for the partial derivatives:
 

6DnflSM 

and - - a- -- Tf 

to . Whend approaches zero k* and k s wil therefore approach 

infinity. 
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APPENDhrC-D
 

PLIGHTRPERWfl LOOP PARAMEZTER COMPUTfATION 

System. Powered-lift STOL aircraft with pitch SAS 

Assumed Control Strategy: STOL technique, i.e., flight path regulated 
by throttle and flight reference regulated by pitch attitude 
no control crossfeed. 

Block Diagram of Flight Reference Loop:
 

o 5co 

+
+ K' 


FR
 

ib. co =C-K0 (a - 0)"KOKE (FR -FRo
 

KeKeI
 

or ASe = -K@ AO AR 

Difference Equation: 
z-1 

Ae(Z) = -Ke Ae(z) - - 'R(z) 
1 - Z- FRz 

or aSc(n) - Lbc(n-1) = Ke[Ae(n) - Ae(n-1] 

-KGK j T AR(n-1) 
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or, in the form y = H
 
A
 

where y = vector of measurements
 
A
 

a = vector of unknown parsaeters
 

H matrix of measurements
 

[5(2) Ab (0]F[(1-A(0(1)]. -,Lo(1 K[Ab(1 -- W~o)] ,[Ae (2) AO 0 ] [T nFR(1l) [AS() - [AE) [[TrAFR(o)](0] [K-KOKFRI 

[A(n)-A(n-1)] [Ae(n) -LAe(n-1)] [TAFR(n-1)] 

a
 
y H
 

Least Squares Solution:
 

for y = H a
 

a = y
 

where a is least'squares estimate of a
 

Running Solution:
 

For a running solution of a compute HT H and HT y by storing
 
appropriate summations, i.e.,
 

Ij Y = F,[Ab (n)-Ab (n-1) [Ae (n)- ne (n-1)] 

I
 

HT TR[AO(n)-AO(n-1) 2Z (zGe(n)-AE(n- 1.)) T F(n-1
 

LzErA(n) - A(n-1)] [T AFR(n-, 
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Result:
 

The unknown parameters Ke and RI can be computed and displayed
 

on-line using the two dimensional arrays of stored summations
 

of column deflection, pitch attitude, and flight reference.
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APPEN IX E, 

SPERRY 1819A DIGITAL COMKER SOFTWARE MODIFICATIOLS 

The following is a description of the software modifications made to
 

existing STOIAND software*. Most of the modifications were made to imple

ment the flight reference scheme described in this report. In addition,
 

some program changes were required to update the pitch SAS and to correct
 

a computer timing problem. 

The program changes are listed according to their specific function 

which include: 

(i) Calculation of SR, FR, and GR
 

(ii) Display of FR 

(iii)j Display of SR 

(iv) Display of GR 

(v) Display of
 

(vi) Modification of pitch SAS
 

(vii) Elimination of timing problem
 

(viii) Modification of autopilot. 

1. CACUIATE SR, FR, AND GR 

The flow chart of Fig. E.I depicts the calculations required to obtain
 

the SR, FR, and GR variables. Note that an option for using SR, FR. and 

OR functions generated in the EAI 8400 has also been provided. (The EAI 

84oo "D-to-D" software program was modified to pass the variables SR, FR, 

a, and -max to the 1819A.) This was done because some experimental safety 

margin schemes were more easily programmed in FORTRAN and implemented on 

* 	 Modifications apply specifically to the Augmentor Wing STOLAND tape 
AWXA-1 dated 20 April 1977. 
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Decode the sign-magnitude 
format of the EAI 8400 variables DTOD 
for FR, SR, m, and 'max 

840 
 se 8$1 SR9A ad7s 

-pr. Use B4oo SR, FR, and 7max 

Calculate 	the load- factor 
zRz -nd > 

Calculate 	VSR. (NH) and '/m
(NH = 98"5A) n 	 VNr* 

IT* 

Calculate 	 JBM and SR SBX* 

Calculate 	FR Fan* 

Calculate 	 yma x (used for 
ITM 

LGR display) 


Subroutine name.
 

Figure 'E-,. Flow Chart of 1819 A Computer Program 
for Calculating SR, FR, and GR 
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the EAI 8400. Angle of attack (m) was provided by the EAI 8400 for calcu

lation of DSI (true angle of attack is not presently available in the
 

Sperry 1819A digital computer). 

Table E-1 contains a listing of the 1819A assembly language code used 

to realize the flow chart of Fig. E-1. Program variables start at core 

location 33743 and constants at 37123. Some of the subroutines have been 

placed at the end of bank 4 (i.e., 47557), others pre-empted a portion of
 

the runay display code (the runway display program was used to display
 

SR as described in Section E-3).
 

2 * FLIGHT REFERENCE (FR) DISPlAY 

The speed bug symbol on the EADI was used to display FR. The display 

was programmed to be centered when FR = 100%, and have a sensitivity of 

50%/in. The required code is shown below. The format of the changes is 

[core location], new instruction, (old instruction).
 

[4 2607] ENTAL'FR = 12 3744 (12 2616) 
[4 2610] SUBAL tD10000 = 16 4373 (24 4360) 
[4 2611] MUIAL'D8i = 24 4154 (26 4373)
[4 2612] DIVA'D000 = 26 4337 (5o 6100) 
[4 2613] NOOP' = 50 4000 (1o 4154) 
[4 2614] Noop' = 5o 4ooo (76 5331) 

3. SAFETY REFERENCE (SR) nxSmIx 

The runway perspective on the EADI was used to display the difference
 

between FR and SR. The existing code was modified such that the "runway" 

appeared as a solid horizontal line approximately 1/4 inch wide. The 

line was biased to the left so that it would line up with the speed bug,
 

and down such that when FR - SR = 0 the line would be at the bottom of 

the speed bug display. (Figure IV-3 in the main body of the report depicts
 

the resulting display.) The sensitivity was set to 50%/in. 
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TABLE E-1. LISTING OF SPERRY 1819A ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE CODE
 

INTEPMETRICS 119A-ASSEMBLER 01/12/78 PAGE 1 STI SR AND FR SYSTEM FOR THE AUG. WING
 
200 000000 000000 

"300000000 034073 ONEZ 

400 000000 034111 D10 

'500000000 034217 0360 


--	 600 020000 0327;4 VCAL 
700 000000 034157 Dl0 
800 000000 031044 THET 
900 000000 032147 NH 

1000 000000 043543 BLANKE 
1100 000000 031771 ERNFLG 
1200 000000 032760 TtIPO 
10d 000000 034337 05000 
1400 000000 032617 XRI 
1500 000000 032620 XR? 
1600 000000 032621 XR3 
1700 000000 032622 XR4

___1800. 030000 032623_YR1

1900 000000 032624 YR2 


2000 000000 032625 YP3 

ro 2100 000000 032626 YR4 

00 2200 000000 034160 Mi00 


2300'000000 036727 THETSC 

2400 00000O 036732 7MAX 

2500 000000 033023 ZAV 
2600 000000 033024 XV 
2700 000000 034071 ZARO 
2800 000000 037010 STNOO 
2900 000000 034203 D250 
3000 000000 034302 02000 

3100 	 000000 0432S3 PNY6O 
3200 000000 034257 P1000 

3300 000000 034373 DIO000 

3400 OCO0 037040 0OSO 

3500 cO0'bO 031002 ACCZB 

3600 .000000 040035 SQRT 
3700 000000 012-542 COSPHI 
3800 000000 032429'GAtIMAI 
3900 000000 032727. VTAIRF 
4000 000030 030763 PSIDOT 
4100 000000 n40034-SINCOA 

4200 000000 034420 RADDFS 

4300 000000 034154 081 

4400 000000 03425? OqO0 

4500 000000 031274 TASREF 


ALLOC
 
ALLOC 

ALLOC 

ALLOC 

ALLOC 
ALLOC 

ALLOC 

ALLMC 

ALLOC 

ALLOC 

ALLnc 

ALLOt 

ALLOC 

ALLOC 

ALLMt 

ALLOC

ALLOt 

ALLOC 


ALLOC 

ALLOC' 

ALLOC 

ALLOC 
ALLnC 

ALLC 

ALLnC 

ALLOC 

ALLOC 

ALLOC 
ALLOC 

ALLOC 
ALLOC 

ALLOC 

ALLOC 

ALLOC 

ALLOr 
ALLnC 

ALLOc 

ALLOG 
ALLOC 

ALLOC 

ALLOC 

ALLOC( 

ALLOC 

ALLOC 


34073 
34111 
34217 
32724 .1 KT/BIT 
34157 
31044 (1/360) DEG/BIT 
32147 .01/C1T 
43543 
31771 
2760 
34337 
32617 
32620 
32621 
326223262? ______-
32624 

32625 
32626 
34160 'k, 
36727 
3673? x t_ 
33023 

33024 
3407) 
37010 
34203 
34302 ..... 
43253 
34257 
3437 
37040 
3100? 
40039 
32942 
32423 
32727 
30763 
40034 
34420 
34154 
3425' 
31274 



TALE E-I, (Continued) 

INTURMC TRI 19A 
4600 000000 031255 DZCIl ALLOC 3125'; 
4700 000000 032266 THTCOM ALLOC 32266 
4800 000000 014051 NOCROS ALLOC 14051 
4900 000000 033543 XINT AtLOC 33943 
5000 000000 094525 SIGN14G AILOC 94529 
5100 000000 034232 0500 ALLOC 34232 
5200 000000 017911 ZTFLAG ALLOC 17511 
5300 077123 000000 S-APT 37122 PUT CONSTANTS HrRE 

--- 10 ASSEMBLER 01/12/78 PAGC 2 STI SR AND FR SYSTEM FOR THE AIJG.WING 

INTERMETRICS 1819A ASSEMbLEP 01/12/78 PAGE ' PUT CONSTANTS HERE 
5600 037123 776027 KTIIE -1000D 
5700 037124 779727 THENOT -7088D _,_ _:_ L 
5800 037125 202153 K0SM3 6666'D 
9900 037126 101069 KODSM5 333330 
6000 07tl?7 2076q4 KNVO 699480 
6100 037130 775440 KMVNH -12470 
6200 037131 001122 KNVNH2 5940 
6300 037132 773365 KAO -2314D - _ _._ 

6400 037133 777406 KAV -249D 
6500 037134 000230 KAV2 152D 
6600 '037135 000475 KANHI 3170-
6700 037136 777626 KANH2 -105F 
6800 037137 770574 KGO -3715D 
6oob"07140-000074 KGI--- 60 
7000 0371'41 777750 KG2 -230 
7100 037142 -77704 RNSR -- --99D RUNWAY PERSP. DISPLAY GAIN 

..7200 037143 000670 V1414 - 4400 _________.. . . . 
7300 035743 000000 - START 1374 3- PUT VARIABLES HFRE 



0 TABLE E-<1I (Continued) 

fNTfEMETRICS 170A ASSEP3LEP 01/12178 PAGE 4 PUT VARIABLES HERE 
7600 033743 000000 SR 0 
7700 03744 000000 FR 0 
7800 033745 000000 rROTEN 0 
7900 033746 000000 VfIN 
100 033747 000000 VMITNH 

0 
0 

JOBT/KT 
tO8T 

0100 033750 000000 ALFAMX 0 360BT/DEG 
8200 033751 000000 nS1 
8300 033752 000000 TDSM 

0 
0 

IOOBT/Z 
1.L2,3 4 OR 5 

8400 033753 000000 N7 
8500 033754 000000 SON7 

0 
0 

IAODIFPID L.F.,OOOOBT/G 
SOUAPF ROOT OF N7 

8600 033755 000000 GMAX 0 MAXIUM AEO FPA 
8700 033756 000000 FRMSP 
8AO0 013757 000000 ALCA 

0 
0 

FR-SR, IOOBT/% 
ADAIFPOM 8400),360BT/DEC 

8900 033760 000000 GAMA 0 AFRO, FPACFROM 84001.360 Pj/DEG 
-000 033761 023423 TP IO000D TFST VARIABLES 
9100 033762 035230 TRA 15000D 
S200 033763 011610 TRBt QD 
9300 033764 000144 TRAB 1000 

'--
0 

9400 031522 000000 START 31522 LGAIN+43 



T(Continued) 

- Rif ii TRHcs 819 ASS ERE 01/12/78 PAGE LGAJN+4 
9700 031522 456316 -1073130 FR LAG TIMF CONSTANT 
9800 031523 406243 -127836n NZ LAG TIME CONSTANT 
0900 047557 000000 START 47557 
10000 0475S7 017911 FOLAG 0'ZTFLAG 
10100 047560 000000 FRx 0'0 CALC. FR 
10?00 047561 360053 ENTBK 43D 
10300 047562 123751 ENTAL DSM 
10400 047563 307557 IRJP FOLAG FILTFR DSM 
10500 047564 443744 STRAL FR 
10600 047565 121044 ENTAL THET 
10700 047566 167124 SURAL THENnT 
10800 047567 247123 MULAL KTHE 
10000 047570 264217 ITVA 0360 
11000 047571 143744 ADDAL FR 
11100 047572 443744 STRAL FR 
11200 047573 163743 SUBAL SR 
11300 047574 443756 STRAL FRMSR 
11400 047575 123744 ENTAL FR 
11500 047576 244073 MULAL ONEZ 
11600 047577 264111 DIVA 010 
11700 047600 443745 STPAL FROTFN 

.... 
11800 047601 557560 

1 0 00947602 054525 CONVRT 
lip FRX 

O'SIGNM-G 
12000 047603 000000 OD OWO10 
1?100 047604 12341 t-,TAL XINT SR 
12200 047609 307602 IRJP CONVRT 
12300 047606 443743 STRAL SR 
12400 047607 123544 ENTAL XINT+] FR 
12500 047610 307602 TRJP CnNVRT _ _.

12600 047611 443744 STRAL CR 
12700 047612 121546 ENTAL XINT43 ALFA 
1P800 047613 307602 IP CONVRT 
12O00 '047614 443757 STRAL ALFA L 
11000 047615 123547 FNTAL XINTF4 GMAX 
13100 047616 307602 
13200 047617 443755 

TRJP 
STRAL 

CDNVRT 
G IAX 

I 
0 

13300 047620 123744 ENTAL FR FR-SR 
13400 047621 163743 SUBAL SR 
13900 047622 443756 STRAL FRMSP 
13600 047623 123744 FNTAL F- -
13700 047624 244073 MULAL ONEZ -
13800 047625 264111 DTVA 010 
t3900 047626 443745 STRAL FROTFN 
14000 047627 557603 IJp _ TOr) 



TABLEEA,-Th (Continued) 

-!NTERM!TPICS 1819A ASSEMBLER 01/12/78 PAGE 6 ST SR AND FR SYSTEM FOR THE AUG. WING
 
14100 047630 000000 SRX 0'0 DYNAMIC SAFETY MARGIN AND SR
 
14200 047631 122724 FNTAL VCAL
 
14100 047632 163747 SUBAL VMIIM 
14400 047633 442765 STRAL TMIPO+5
 

___14500 047634 244232 MULAL 0500 
14600 047635 264111 DIVA D10 
14700 047636 442761 STRAL TMPO+1 DSM(1) 
14800 047637 123750 ENTAL ALFAMX 
14900 047640 163757 SUBAL ALFA 
15000 047641 244232 MULAL D500 
15100 047642 264420 RADDES2IVA 

15200 047643 242724 MUILAL VCAL
 
15300 047644 264111 DIVA DIO
 
15400 047645 442762 STRAL TMPO+2 DSM12)
 
15500 047646 122724 ENTAL VCAL
 
15600 047647 163746 SURAL VMIN
 
15700 047630 4426 - TPOI........____---
ZkL -STRA L 
15800 047651 247125 MULAL KOSMI 
15900 047652 263746 DIVA VMIN
 
16000 047653 442763 STRAL TMPO+3 DSM(3)
 
16100 047654 122764 ENTAL TPIPO+4
 
16200 047655 244157 MULAL D100 

- 100 047656 442764 STRAL TMPO+4 0SM(4) 
16400 047657 122765 ENTAL TMPO+5 
16500 047660 247126 MULAL KOSM9
 
16600 047661 263747 DIVA VMINM
 
16700 047662 442765 STRAL TMPO+5 DSMCS)
 
16800 047663 443791 STRAL DSM
 
16900 047664 360004 - -ENIRK 4 ____ F!IbDSI4AJSTDM(L 
7060 047665 423792 STRB TDSM
 
17100 047666 360003 FNTBK 3
 
17200 047667 032761 CMALB TMPO+1 

17300 047670 677673 JPMGR LOK+3 
17400 047671 132761 ENTALB TtIPO+1
 
17500 047672 42'752 STRRIDsM 

17600 647r673 -7 667 P LP
17700 047674 443751 STRAL DSM
 
17800 047675 443743 STRAL SP
 
17q00 047676 123752 ENT4L IDSM
 
18000 047677 710001 ADDALI , i
 

18200 047701 557631 IJP SRX 
8300 04770? 000000 N7X 0'0 CALC. LOAD FACTOR 

18400 047703 124257 FNTAL M100 
--- 1600 b7704 141002 ADDAL AC(ZB IMCPFMFNTAL AZ, I-tip 



0o 


INYERMETPTCS 18194 AtSE '8LER 
18600 047705 360054 
18700 047706 107597 
18800 047707 443753 

18900 047710 107010 

19000 047711 300035 

19100 047712 504320 

19200 047713 244157 

10300 047714 504302 

19400 047715 443794 

19500 047716 55770? 

19600 047717 000000 GAMAX 

19700 047720 127140 

19800 047721 243744 

10900 047722 264157 

20003 047723 147137 

20100 047724 443755 


... 202Q0 047725 127141 
'A 20300 047726 243744 

20400 047727 264257 
20500 047730 243744 
20600 047731 264257 
20700 04771? 143755 
20800 047733 443755 
20900 047734 124373 
21000 047735 163753 
21100 047736 244420 

21200 047737 264373 

21300 047740 143755 

21400 047741 443755 

21500 047742 5 7717 
21600 043110 000000 


01/12178 
FNTBK 
IRJP 
STRAL 

ENTAU 

IPJP 

RSHA 

MULAL 

PSHA 

STRAL 

TJP 


ENTAL 

MULAL 

DIVA 

ADDAL 

STRAL 

FNTAL 

tIULAL 

DIVA 

MULAL 
DIVA 

ADDAL 

STRAL 

ENTAL 

SUBAL 

MULAL 

DIVA 

ADDAL 

STRAL 

IJP 
START 


TABLE E-1 (Continued)
 

PAGE 7 STI SR AND FR SYSTFM FOR TuE AUG.-WIG 
440 
FOLAG 
NZ 
SINO0 
SQRT 
160 
0100 
2D 
SONZ 
N7X 
0'0 CALC. MAXIMUM GAMMA 
KGl 
FR 
0100 
KGO 
GMAX 
KG2 
FR 
DIO00 
FR 
01000 
OMAX 
GMAX 
010000 
NZ 
RADDES 
D10000 
GMAX 
GMAX 
GAMAX 
43110 



FTABLE 

INTEREThRICS 1819A ASSFMBLFR 01/12/78 
21900 043110 767603 RiP 
22000 043111 7631q4 PiP 
22100 043112 767702 RJP 
22200 043113 763172 RJP 
22300 043114 763216 RIP 
22400 043115 767630 RiP 
22500 043116 767560 RIP 
22600 043117 767717 RiP 
22700 043120 121771 ENTAL 
22800 043121 613543 JPALZ 
22900 043122 123756 ENTAL 
23000 043123 164337 SIRAL 
23100 043124 247142 MULAL 
23200 043125 264157 DIVA 
23300 043126 442760 STRAL 
23400 043127 244160 23500 043130 266727 

MULAL 
DIVA 

23600 043131 146732 ADDAL 
23700 043132 443023 STPAL 
23800 043133 124071 ENTAL 
23900 043134 443024 STRAL 
24000 043135 124337 ENTAL 
24100 043136 442617 STRAL 
24200 043137 442622 STRAL 
24300 043140 144203 ADDAL 
24400 043141 442620 STRAL 
24500 043142 442621 STRAL 
24600 043143 700031 ENTALK 
24700 043144 164302 SURAL 
24800 043145 442623 STRAL 
24900 043146 442624 STRAL 
25000 043147 707746 FNTALK 
25100 043150 164302 SUBAL 
25200 043151 442625 STRAL 
25300 043152 442626 STRAL 
24400 043153 343252 JP 
25500 043154 000000 TFFTH 
2q60d 043155 123761 ENTAL 
25700 0431%6 023762 CMAL 
25800 043157 6q3162
25900 Q43160 021763 . . 

JPMLEQ 
CMAL 

Z6000 043161 653166 JPMLE 
26100 043162 123764 ENTAL 
26200 043163 506100 CPAL 

PAGE 8 
DTnD 

TFETH 
N7X 

VMI1JX 
AFMX 

SPX 

FRX 

GAMAX 

ERNFLG
 
BLANKE
 
FRMSP 
05000 
PNSR 
DO
 
TMPO
 
MO0
 
THjLTSC 
ZMAX
 
7AV
 
7ERO
 
XV
 
D5000 

XRI 

XR4
 
0250 

XR?
 
XP3
 
25D 

02000 

YR1
 
YR2
 
-25B 

02000 

YP3
 
YR4 

RNY60-1
 
0'0 
TR 

TRA 

LOK+3
 
TR 
LOK+5 
TRAB 


E-11 (Continued) 

STI SR 

-8 


a -

AND FR SYSTEM FOR THE 
GPT 8400 VARIABLES 
SAW TnOTll FUNC.FnP 
L.F. & SORT L.F. 
VMIN & VbINM 
ALFMAX 
DSM, IOSM, SR 
FR & FR-SR
 
GMAX
 

AUG. NING 

DYNAMIC CHECKS 

PUT FR-SR ON RUNWAY PERSP.
 
BIAS DOWN 50%
 
SCALE AT 5O,/IN
 

RUNWAY G-ORNERS
 
J 

LENGTH 

W/2
 
Y
 

-1/2
 
Y
 

........
 

SAW TOOTH FUNCTION 
s R IC TO 10000 ... 
SCT RA TO 15000 

SFT SB T 1oo 

- SET S'BAB TO :h09
- CHANCE SIGN OF DELTA IF 



TABLE E-1 (Continued) 

INTFRMETRPICS 1819A ASSgE'MBLER 01/12/78 PAGE 9 STI SR AND FR SYSTEM FnR THE A NUTGWING 
26300 043164 443764 STRAL TAR OUTSIDE nOUNDS 
-6400 043165 121761 ENTAL Tf ___, 
26500 043166 143764 ADPAL TRAB INCREMENT SR 
26600 043167 443761 STRAL TR 
26700 043170 443743 STRAL SR ... ......... 
26800 043171 553154 TIP TEFTI 
26000 043172 000000 VMINX 0'0 MTNIMUM AIRSPEFD 

__27000 043173 127130 FNTAL K1IVNH 
27100 043174 242147 MULAL N' 
27200 343175 264157 DIVA 0100 
27300 043176 147127 ADDAL KMVO 
2"400 043177 443746 STRAL ViIN 
27500 043200 127131 ENTAL KMVNH2 
27600 043201 242147 MULAL NH 
27700 043202 264?57 DIVA 01000 
27800 043203 242147 NULAL Nil 
27900 043204 264257 DIVA 0D-100 
28000 043205 143746 ADDAL V!TIN 
28100 043206 243754 MULAL SN7 
28200 043207 267040 DIVA COSO 
2q300 043210 443746 STRAL VHIN MIN, A/S 
28400 043211 127143 FNTAL VMM 
P-2500 043212 243754 MULAL SONZ - _ .-
28600 043213 264373 DIVA 010000 
28700 043214 443747 STPAL VMINI MIN. A/S AT [AX. POWER i 
28800 043215 553172 ITP VMINX 
28900 043216 000000 AFMX 0'0 MAX, ADA 
29000 043217 127133 rNTAL KAV 
20100 043220 242724 'I.JLAL VCAL 4 
2q200 043221 264111 DIVA 010. 
20300 043222 147132 ADD)AL KAO 
20400 04322?3 443750 STRAL ALFAMX 
20500 043224 127134 ENTAL KAV2 
29600 043225 24274 [ULAL VCAL 
29700 043226 264157 DIVA 0100 _ _ _ _ _ 

29800 043227 242724 MIILAL VCAL 
29900 043230 264157 DIVA D100 
'000 043231 143750 ADDAI At FAMX 
30100 043232 443750 STRAL ALFAMX 
30200 043233 127135 ENTAt KANII 
3_0300 043234 242147 

--30400 0432"?35- 264157 
MULAL
DIVA 

NI
0100 

340500 .043236 143750 ADPAL ALFAMX 
3__Qf)600043237 443750 STRAL ALFAMX 
30700 343240 1271,36 ENTAL KANH2 -



F-3 

TABLE E-11 (Continued) 
Mo 
Mi 

INTrRIIETRICS 181qA ASSEMBLER 01/12/78 PAGF 10 STI SR AND FR SYSTEM FOR THE AUG. WING 
30800 043241 242147 MULAL Nil 
10900 043242 264257 DIVA DIO0 
31000 043243 242147 IULAL NH 
31100 043244 264257 DIVA D1O00 
31200 043245 143750 ADDAL ALCAMX 
3,300 043246 443790 STRAL ALFAMX 
31400 043247 551216 liP AFMX 
11900 042527 000000 START 42527 USE FPA FnR GR 

INTPPiEtTPiC 1f94A-- -SfEMBL-ER01/12/78 PACE 11 USF FPA FOR R 
31800 042527 123755 ENTAL GMAX MAY, AERO FPA 

01 
31900 042530 162423 
32000 0\2531 244157 

SURAL 
MULAL 

GAMMAT 
DIO 

32100 042932 264292 DIVA 0900 
32200 042'3 504000 
3230o-4T-26-? bdb- -0000START 

WrIOp __ 

'2607 USE SPEED BUG FOR-R 
32400 042607 123744 ENTAL FR FLIGHT PFF. 
32500 042610 164373 SUSAL D10000 IAS TO CEIJTI-R _ 

32600 042611 2441r4 MULAL D81 SCALE AT 81 BTS/IN 
32700 042617 264337 DIVA 05000 50,/TN 
3?000 042611 504000 MOnP 
32000 042614 504000 NOP 

-------------- ------- ---- --- -- , -i



TABLE E-I (Continued)
 

0MD 

IN-TeRMTRICS 1819A ASSEMBLER 01/12/78 PAGE 12 USE SPEED HUG FOR FR 

* 

CROSS PEFE'FNCF BLOCK NUMBER I 
AFNX LINE 28900 LOf 043216 RrP -22300 31400 
ALrA LINE 8800 LOC 033757 REF -7L220OO - 1 .900. .. 
ALFAX LINJE 8100 LOC 033750 REF 14800 -29400 30000 -30100 
CONVPT Llt 11900 LOC 047602 RFF -12200 -12900 -12800 -13100 
DSm LINE 8200 LOC 0337', PEF l000 -16800 -17700 
'TOP LItE 12000 LOC 047603 RFF 11000 -?1100 
rOLAG LINF 10000 LnC 047557 RrF -10400 -18700 
FR LINr 7700 1 OC 033744 REF -10500 11000 -.1 O 1O____aI-i3-260 

20300 20500 32400 
FRMSR LINE 8700 LCC 033756 REF -11300 -13500 22900 
FROTEN LINE 7800 LOC 033745 REF -11700 -13900 
rRX LIN' 10100 LOC 047560 RFF 11800 -22500 
GAMA LINE 8900 LOC 033760 IS NOT REFFRENCED. 
GA[iAX LIMP 10600 LOC 047717 R:F 2_00_2600 _ 

GMAX LINF 8600 LOC 033755 REF -13200 -20100 20700 -20800 
IPsM LINE 8300 LOG 03375? P=F -17000 -17500 17900 -18100 
KAO LIN = 6300 LOC 037132 REF 29300 
KANII LINE 6600 LnC 037135 REF 30200 
KAN112 LINE 6700 LOC 037136 REF 30700 
KAV LINE 6400 LOG 037133 REF .9000 
KAV2 LINF 6500 LOG 037134 REF 29500 
KOSMI LINr 5800 Lnc 037125 RFF 15800 
KDSP*5 LINE 5900 LOE 037126 REF 16'00 
KGO LINE 6800 LOC 037137 REF 20000 
K01 LINE 6900 LOC 037140 REF 19700 
KG2 LINE 7000 LOC 037141 REF 20200 
KMVO LTE' 6000 LOC 037127 REF 27300 
KMVNII liN 6100 LOC 037130 RFF 27000 
KMVNH2 :LINF 6200 LOG 037131 REE 27500 
KTHE ILTNE 9600 tOC 037123 RFr 10800 
NZ LINE 8400 LOr 033753 PFF -18800 21000 
NZX INE 18300 LOC 047702 REE 19500 -?2100 
RNSP LINE 7100 Lon 037142 R EF 23100 
SQNZ LINE A500 LOC 033754 PEP -l)400 28100 28500 
SR LINE 7600 LC 033743 REF 11200 -12300 13400 -17800 
SRX LINE 14100 LOC 047630 REF 18200 -22400 
TEETI LINE 25500 LOC 043154 RFF -22000 26800 
THENOT LINE -5700 LOC 037124 REF 10700 
TR LINE 9000 LOG 033761 REF - 25600 _'26400 -26600 
TPA LINE 9100 LOG 03376? RFF I - Z9700 ', 
TRAP, LINP 9300 LOC 03764 REF 26100 -26300 26500 -

TR8 LINE 9200 LOC 033763 RE 25900 
VII' LtIe 7000 LOC 033746,- PEE 15600 15900 -?7400 28000 

. .... .. .. 
30500 -30600 31'00 

__ 0.A__pOOAO___3 O 

-- -
21300 -21400 31800 

-26700 

-

-7 

-28300 

. 
-'1O00 

L

_ 

__ 



TABLE E-1, (Continued) 
INTER'E7PICS 1819A-ASSEMRLER 01/12/78 PAGE 13 USE SPEED RUC EDQ FR 
VMIN LI'NE 8000 LOC 033747 REF 14300 16600 -28700 

C VMINX LINE 260OO LOC 043172 PFF -22200 2800 
VMM -LINE 7200 LnC 037143 REF 28400 

INTF METRICS 1819A ASSEMBLER 01/12/78 PAGE 14 USE SPFED BUG POP FR 

CROSS RFFERENCE FOR GLORAL LABELS 
ACCZ9 LINE 3500 LOC 051002 REF 18500 
RLANKE LINE 1000 1OC 035343 RFP 22800 
(0S0 1INE 3400 LOt 037040 PEP 28200 
COSPHI LINE 1700 LOC 032q42 IS NOT REFERENCED. 
D10 LINE 400 Lnc 034111 REF 140D 13800 __14600 15300 2920.. 
D100 LINE 700 LOC 034157 RFF 16200 19200 1900 23200 ?7200 29700 29000 30400 

32000 
01000 tIN9 3?00 LCO 03497 REF 18400 20400 20600.___ 2770L0__ mOo 0TO0O0___ 31100 
D10000 LINE 3300 LOG 034373 RFF 20000 21200 21600 32500 
02000 L114E 3000 LOC 03430? RFr 24700 25100 
020 LINE 2900 LOC 034203 REF 24300
0260 LINE 500 LOG 034217 RPF 10000 
0500 LINE 5100 LOC 034232 RFr 14900 15000 
05000 -LINM 13o100_L 0337 REF 3000 _240o...00 
081 LINE 4100 LOC 034154 REF 32600 
D900 • LINF 4400 LOC 034252 REF 32100 
DZCI1 LINE 4600 LOC 031259 IS NOT REFERFNCFO. .. ___ 
ERNFLG LINE 1100 LOC 031771 REF 22700 
GAIAMAI LINc 3800 LOG 032423 RF 31000 " -

IASPEF LINF 4500 LOC 031274 IS NOT PFEPENCED. 
M106 LINF 2200 LOG 034160 REF 23400 
NH LINE 900 LC 032147 REF 27100 27600 7800 30300 30800 31000I 
NOCROS LINE 4800 LOr 014051 IS NOT REFERENCFD. 
ONE? LINE 300 LOC 034073 REF 11500 13700 
PSTOOT LINE 4000 LOC 030763 is NOT PEFFRFNCED. 

- RADEGS LINE 4200 LOC 034420 REF 15100 21100 __ , 
RNYO LI .. 310-LOG 043253 REP 25400 
SIGNIG LINE 5000 LOG 054525 REF 11900 
SINOO IINE 2800 LOC 037010 PEP 18900 
SINUA LINE 4100 LOC 040034 IS NOT REFEPNCED. 
SORT LINE 3600 LOt 040035 REF -19000 

t._THET _LINE 800 LOC 031044 REF 10600 
THETSC LINE 300 LflC 036727 REF 23500 
THTCOW LINE 4700 LOG 032266 IS NOT REFEVENCED. 

I- -M 
-ITT_VEAL 

00POLINE720p 1200 0LC 032760 EP 
17200 17400F -23200LINE 600 LOG 032724 8FF 1 

-14400 

14200 

-14700 

15200 

__J:409 

15500 

_k5__7O__00 

29100--

-

-29600 

___D(L__.__ 

29800 
1_ 

M 

VTAIRF LINE 3900 LOG 032727 IS NOT RFFFRNCED. "_ _ 

XRI UINTLINELINF 4900 LGd 0335431400 LOC 032617 REFREP 12100 - 4100 12400 12700 13000 

XR2 LINE 1500 LOC 032620 REt -24400 
XR3 LINC 1600 LOG 032621 RF- -24900 
XR4 LIN 1700 LOr 032622 PEF- -24200 -- I 



INTFRPFTRICS 1Sl1A ASSEMBLER 01/12/78 PAGE 

xV LINE 1600 LOC 03102/1 REF 

YRi LINE 1800 LOC 032623 REF 

YR2 LINE IGO0 LOC 032624 REF 

YR3 LINE 2000 LOG 032629 REF 

YR4 LINE 2100 LOC 032626 PEF 

7AV LINE 2500 LUC 033023 REF 

ZERO LINE 7700 LOC 034071 REr 

ZMAX LINP 2400 LOC 036732 RFF 

7TFLAG LINE 5200 LOC 017511 REF 


INTERMETRICS 181A ASSEMBLER 01/12/78 PAGE 


NQ ERRORS DETECTED
 

15 USE SPEED BUG FOP rR
 
-23-00
 
-24800
 
-24900
 
-25200
 
-2500
 
-23700
 
23800
 
23600
 
10000
 

16 USE SPEFD BUG FOR FR 



A portion of the code required to put FR - SR on the runway perspective 

is shown in the listing of Table E-Ji All of the other changes required 

are delineated below. 

[4 3275] MULAL'MO = 24 2760 (24 1044) 

[4 3320] ENTAL'ZERO = 12 4071 (12 1327) 
[4 3321] NOOP' = 50 4000 (71 7671) 

[4 3476] WMULTAZERO = 24 4071 (24 1327) 

Gf RERENCE (an) DISPLAY
AM4 


The flight path acceleration bar was used to display 7 max (which is 

the steady state maximum flight path angle possible at the existing FR). 

It was displayed with respect to the artificial horizon, and had the same 

sensitivity as the inertial flight path bar. The required changes are 

delineated below:
 

[4 2527] 
[4 2530] 
[4 2531]
[4 2532] 
[4 2533] 


RPMa(NHj) DISPLAY 

ENTAL'GMAX 

SUBAL'GAaMA 

MULAL'D100 

DIVAIDg00 
NOOP' 


The following changes were made 

center window: 

[3 6740] 

[3 6745] 

[4 2722] 

[4 2770] 
[4 2771] 

[4 2772] 

ID 


10D 


ENTBK'4 


STRZ'SGENA 

ENTAL'NH 

JP'3002 


= 12 3761 
= 16 2423 
= 24 4157 
= 26 4252 
= 50 OO 

in order to 

= 00 0001 

= 00 0012 


= 36 ooo4 

= 40 0427 
= 12 2147 
= 34 3002 

(12 2571)
 
(24 442o)
 
(26 7027)

(1o 4024)
 
(76 5331)
 

display NH on the EADI 

(C 0457)
 

(00 1140)
 

(32 1763)
 

(12 2034)
 
(63 2735)
 
(40 0427)
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6. PIcH sAs moDIPiCATION 

The following changes were made to the pitch SAS as per E.O. No. 271a
 

dated 2 April 1976.
 

[3 2306] 02 5370 

[3 2315] 06 4570 

[3 2275] 02 7340 

[3 1466] 47 O5oO 

[3 7156] 07 246D 

[1 4027] 02 71-56 

[1 4015] 34 7710 

[I 7710] 44 2762 
[I 7711] 12 2021 
[1 7712] 63 Wo16 
[1 7713] 12 2024 
[1 7714] 50 4000 
[17715] 63 4o16 
[1 7716] 12 7156
 
[1 7717] 44 2301
 
[i 7720] 34 4032
 

-7. ELhMA3TON OF T=MIG PROBLEM 

It was discovered that a portion of the MFD code was causing ,timing 

problem. The following patch was made in order to circumvent the errant 

code. 

[6 0622] 34 o647 (50 7313)
 

8. AU0PZWT 'DZFCATZONS 

The standard airspeed-hold autopilot was transformed into an FR-hold
 

autopilot. The approach taken was to calculate an effective speed error
 

from the flight reference error, that is:
 

A

AV L\
 

ALFR A= FRc - FR 
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The flight reference command (FRc) was equated to the standard variable 

used for airspeed command (IASREF), and the calculation of effective speed 

error was substituted every place the true speed error was calculated
 

(VCERR or INTDRV). The following patches were required: 

a. Convert IASREF to FR
 
c 

[1 1033] ENTAL'FROTEN = 12 3743 

[ 1346] 

[1 6317)
 

[1 7273]
 

[I 7427] 

[2 5402] 

[2 7017) 

[4 2106] 

where FROTM FR/la
 

b. Remove IASREF limit calculation and set FRc limits to 75% and 120%. 

[6 46oo] NooP' = 50 i000 

[3 2400] 750D = 00 1356 
[3 2401] 1200D = 00 226o
 

c. Calculate the effective speed error from FRc and FR. 

[4 7611] xFRERR 0'0 = 00 0000 
[4 7612] ENTAL'MASREF = 12 1270 
[4 7613] MUIAL'D10 = 24 4111 
[4 761]- SUBRALFR = 16 3747 
[4 7615] MUIAL'ONE = 24 4073 
[4 7616] DIVA'D50 = 26 4143 
[4 7617] STRAL'VCEBR = 44 2616 
[4 7620] IJP'XFRERR = 55 7611 
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d. Change calculations of VCERR and INTDRV to calculate the effective 

speed error.
 

[i 1355] ITP'YFREER = 30 1357 
[i 1356] JP'LOK+2 = 34 1360 
[1 1357] YFRERR 0'XFRERR = 04 7611 

[1 5025] IRJP'- FREER = 30 1357 
[i 5026] NooP, = 5o 4ooo 
[i 5027] Noop' = - 0ooo 

[1 6530] IRJP'YFREBR = 30 1357 
[i 6531] No P' = 5o 4ooo 
[i 6532]1 NOOP = 50 4ooo 

[1 6561] IRJP'=ERR = 30 1357 
[I 6562] WOP' = 5o 4ooo 

[6 4513] IRT P'ZFRRR = 30 4515 
[6 4514] JPTTOK+2 = 34 4516 
[6 4515] ZFREER C'XFRERR = o4 7611 
[6 4516] NooP, = 50 4ooo 

e. Inhibit nozzle changes (this was done because the SR, FR scheme
 

described herein was designed for one value of nozzle deflection).
 

[i 7103] HoP' = .50 40oo 

[I 7121] NOOP 5 400O90 

[1 7306] N0GB' = 50 40oo 

f. Remove the pitch "feedforward' in the elevator loop (this was done 

because the variable THTPR would occasionally cause 3tgpi'tch 
excursions).
 

[I 4052] NooP 50 4000
 
[i 4053] I
[i 4054] 
[1 4055]
[1 4056] 
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g. Add an option for a pitch-attitude-to-throttle crossfeed (this was 

done in order to decouple the FR and flight path axes) . 

(i) Calculate the crossfeed
 

[i 4035] AIDAL'ZC11 = 14 1271 
[1 4036] NooP' = 5o 4ooo 
[1 4037] EMI'11D = 360013 
[1 4041o] RJP'ZTFWO = 76 7522 
[1 4041] MUIALKFRDT = 24 3757 
[1 4042] DrA'n360 = 26 4217 
[1 4043] STRWLTHTAX = 44 5760 
[1 4h4o] NOP' = 50 1o10 
[i 4o045] NOOP, = 5o 4ooo 
El 4o46] NooP' = 50 oo 
[i 1147] NooP' = 50 4ooo 

(27 ffine required constants 

[3 1602] 130527D (washout time constant) 

[3 3757] -324D (X-feed gain) 
[3 3760] 0 (X-feed variable) 

(3) Add crossfeed to throttle command. 

[1 6627] JP'7735 = 34 7735 

[1 7735] NTA ITITAX = 12 3760 
[I 7736] MUIAL'IKHTIHR = 24 2,141 
[1 7737] ADDA'TMPO = 20 2760 
[I 7740] STRA'TMPO = 5o o6oo 
117741] 03 2760

Li 7742] ENTAL'TfiTBL = 12 2162 
[1 7743] jp'6630 = 34 6630 

h. Define the proportional and integral flight reference gains. 

[3 2303] iVHM, -4 (F)
 

13 2134] KCRSS1 -4 (FRi) 

This option was not checked out.
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